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pt. Spickard
,ried Tuesday In
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or Hero Of Bataan
as Star Football
iyer At Butler
Thomas Spickard, hero
who died in a Japanese
.np in 1943, was buried
27 in National cenne-
'ferson Barracks, Mo.
(,re held at 12 o'clock.
ambers of the family
Spickard, one of Ken-
heros of World Wat
• ken prisoner during the
the Phillippines by the
ii early 1942.
-, in the infamous Death
Bataan.
Spickard was listed as
during the war and his
friends had hopes that
.,fe with a guerilla band
mountains of the Phillip-
1445 a soldier who saw Cap-
Snaikard die in the camp on
.. .1 of Japan informed the
• family of his death.
Spickard's heroism
bitter days of the Phil-
-.impaign made national
- 
He and a companion
- 1dge against a horde of
while other soldiers
,,,fety.
Spickard, a lieutenant
volunteered for overseas
in 1941, was a star football
at Butler high school here
at the University of Ken-
was ceaptain of the U.K.
,onior Year, when an in-
him from playing re-
''.,,ors include the parents,
and Mrs. Mack Spickard,
ton: a brother, Jerry; a
; •r, Mrs. Ivan Clayton,
fort; and two half-brothers,
11 Spickard, Detroit, and
.n Spickard, Washington.
Christian CYF
ram Announced
of programs will be
..ici by CYF members of
est Christian Church at
, each Sunday for the next
weeks, according to Dorla
Stallings, program chair-
for the series will be
We Stand," and the
be studied and discussed
"Holes In The Line," "In
Ity," and "Millions On The
"Those cur ducting the pro-
will be Wilma Prince,
'xis, Jane Stallings and
Darnell.
for the worship program
week will be "We Give
es To Thee." This pro-
will be conducted by Nor-
Cartwright, C.Y. F. presi-
ng people are invited to
• the group, it was said.
,,sart Injured
tomobile Accident
Dysart, local hardware
was injured in an
accident between Clay
early Tuesday morn-
several broken ribs
-tere lacerations of the
His condition was re-
Is be fair Wednesday. Mr.
sat Cardwell Clinic, Pro-
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7, 8 and 9. Mrs. K. L.
Mrs. A. P. Cook were
delegates to the State
to be held in Murray
19 and 20.
S Wife Undergoes
Operation
-Ise W. Filer, wife of
George Filer, pastor of
hristian Church under-
510r operation at The
naraan Hospital, Lex-
aday. Her condition is
to be satisfactory.
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41trY Wilson Eldred re-
1\lekisY from a three
11)tit of several European
including England,
Scotland and Italy. She
week
-end enroute home,
brother, Marshall P.
sad family in Louisville.
Nancy Stowers and
AAn Wood were vi* tots
ills Friday atte7on-
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Dollar Invested In Advertising Brings A
Greater Retuin Than The First . . .
Why Not Try if?
Number 13
CMON HOME DANNY
When Danny Gray 21/2, of Norwalk, Cal., decided to go exploring
all by himself, Skyes, an English bulldog, tried his hardest to per-
suade the youngster to return home. Sykes is owned by John Rogers
of Cypre, Calif., and was visiting the Gray home when wanderlust
Hot the best of Danny. (AP Wirephoto)
Christmas Seal
Chairman Named
Expansion Needed
For T. B. Control;
Boosts Local Sale
Mrs. Billie T. Gresham has been
appointed chairman of the 1949
Christmas seal sale for Prince-
ton and Caldwell County, it was
announced Tuesday.
Mrs. Gresham stated that ser-
vices of the tuberculosis associ-
ation needed to be enlarged in
1950. These services include free
chest X-rays, health education,
rehabilitation and medical social
service.
"The tuberculosis control work
of the association will depend on
the success of the Christmas seal
sale, and no age group is safe
from tuberculosis, as the disease
kills more young people between
the ages of 15 and 34 than any
other disease," Mrs. Gresham
stated.
The campaign for the national
seal sale will be conducted from
November 21 to December 25.
T. W. Pardue, Former
Highway Commissioner,
Dies At Hopkinsville
HOPKINSVILLE, Ky., Sept. 27
—(AP)—T. W. Pardue, former
sheriff of Christian county and
former district highway cciamis-
sioner, died at the home here to-
day.
He had been in all health but
was not believed in a serious con-
dition, having made a trip to
Nashville yesterday. He died
while listening to the radio in bed.
Pardue was long a colorful fig-
ure in Christian county and west-
ern Kentucky Democratic circles.
He was elected sheriff in 1933 and
was named district highway com-
missioner nearly two years later
and served until the office was
abolished with the election of
Governor Willis.
Mr. Homer Purdy was in Wis-
consin last week.
T. B. Tests For
Cattle To Be
Conducted Here
The Animal Husbandry division
of the U. S. Department of Agri-
culture is conducting a campaign
for the detection of tuberculosis
in cattle, it was announced this
week by the local health depart-
ment. Robert S. Jacob, sanitarian,
will assist Dr. Theodore Brand, a
representative of the National de-
partment, in making these tests.
The plan is to test 500 head of
cattle by December, and the sche-
dule is to make 125 tests, two days
a week until finished.
Interested persons are asked to
contact Mr. Jacob. This service
to cattle owners is free of charge
and all cattle, includitig calves are
eligible for testing under this
plan. All cattle owners should
avail themselves of this opportu-
nity, Mr. Jacob urged.
HAS TONSILLECTOMY
Miss Sue Giannini, Louisville,
underwent a tonsillectomy here
this week.
School Clinics
Now Being Held
Health Department
Ready To Immunize All
County School Pupils
Clinics to immunize children
against communicable diseases
are being held this week in Cald-
well County school by the
County Health Department, Dr.
W. L. Cash, department director,
announces.
Inoculations are being given by
Dr. Cash, assisted by Mrs. Floyd
Milburn, health nurse.
Cave Creek, with Mrs. Edna
Roberts as teacher, and Sugar
Creek, with Mrs. Guy Smith, as
teacher, were visited Wednesday.
Other schools in the county are
scheduled for visitation until all
the schools are served, accord-
ing to Mrs. Arney T. Rawls, heal-
th department clerk.
Bones And Books Are No
Challenge For Native Son
With "Employ The Physically
Handicapped Week" just ahead,
information has been received
about A. J. Hollingsworth, Prince-
ton native, and also founder and
commander in chief of Goodwill
Industries at Norfolk, Va., where
handicapped persons are employ-
ed..
According to a recent article
in the Norfolk Ledger-Dispatch,
Hollingsworth, brother of Mrs.
Alvin Lissanby, Mrs. Shell R.
Smith and Mrs. J. D. Wallace, all
of Princeton, picked up a burlap
bag sent to Goodwill Industries
and shook it. Out fell a skeleton
which had been dug up by a road
crew in Norfolk county, Hol-
lingsworth, age 75, chuckled as he
remembered his boast that at
Goodwill they could make a sale-
able article out of anything you
could bring in.
The director, who is said to
look like a cross between the late
C. Aubrey Smith and Santa
Cletus., was little abashed at the
appearance of an unsolicited
skeleton. Upon ascertaining the
contents of the sack and their
dusty condition, he took the bag
up to one of the women working
at Goodwill. She was cleaning a
bathroom in the building. He toss-
ed tne bag into the bathtub and
said offhandedly, "Bring these
down to my office when you clean
In due time, the assembled
bones were placed in the window
with a sign which read, "Slightly
used skeleton for sale."
A young medical student from
Philadelphia who was visiting
Norfolk bought it gleefully, de-
lighted at its reasonable cost and
excellent condition.
Workmen employed by Hol-
lingsworth at Goodwill shops are
all handicapped persons, suffer-
ing front paralysis, loss of limb,
speech or hearing impediments
or various other handicaps which
would make it difficult or even
impossible for them to procure
work elsewhere. As the sign on
the front window says, "Not
Charity, But a Chance."
And the down-at-the heel men
who sidle up to the people at
Norfolk with a request of a "dime
for a cuppa cawfee," pass the
word along about Mr. Hollings-
worth.
"Don't ask him for nothin', Bob,
and all he'll give you is a job."
Hollingsworth left Princeton
about 20 years ago. Now at 75, his
interest has turned to old medical
books. "I'm thinking of studying
medicine," he says. "It'll take me
five years to get through medical
school. Then I'll belie. I'll practice
15 years, quit, join the Navy and
see the world. After that, I think
I may retire."
41 — - 1
Scarlet Fever Case Butler Tigers Trample
Reported In County
A case of scarlet leaver in
Caldwell County has been re-
ported to the health depart-
ment, Dr. R. L. Cash, director,
announces.
The patient is Don Boren,
six-year-old son of Mr. and
Mrs. Amos Boren of Cadiz
road. Don has been placed
under quarantine and other
children of the family are
being kept from school until
the isolation period passes.
The child's condition is re-
ported not to be serious.
John Koon Accepts
State Farm Bureau
Appointment
Reared On 215-Acre
Caldwell County Farm;
Member Of 4-H And
F. F. A. Clubs
John W. Koon, State supervisor
in vocational education, and son
of John J. Koon, Caldwell
County, has accepted appoint-
ment as special representative of
the Kentucky Farm Bureau Fed-
eration. He takes over his new
duties October 1.
He succeeds John H. Cox, Mad-
isonville, who resigned April 1 to
enter private business in his home
town.
Mr. Koon, upon taking over,
will immediately start holding
Farm Bureau state commodity
committee meetings and making
preparations for the commodity
conferences that are part of the
organization's annual convention
set for November 20-23.
He was State Supervisor of
Agricultural Education under the
State Department of Education
before joining the Farm Bureau
staff. In this capacity he served
the eight Purchase counties plub
Livingston from 1946 to Septem-
ber 30, 1949.
Mr. Koon was given a B. S. De-
gree in agriculture upon gradua-
tion from Western Kentucky at
Bowling Green in 1937.
After graduation, Koon taught
agriculture in Heath High School
in McCracken county until 1941.
That year he was named principal
and vocational agriculture teach-
er at Gallatin County High in
Warsaw, which place he held
until 1946, when he was named
State Supervisor.
He was reared on his father's
215-acre farm and Was a member
of the 4-H club while in graded
school and was a member of the
F.F.A. during the four years he
cstudied high school vocational
agriculture.
CONDITION IMPROVED
The condition of Mrs. Lucian
Greer, West Main street, was re-
ported to be improved Wednes-
day. Mrs. Greer has been critical-
ly ill the last several weeks.
Employers Urged To
Hire Handicapped
Employers are asked to place
orders for the employment of
handicapped persons during "Na-
tional Employ The Physically
Handicapped Week," Oct. 2-8,
through The Kentucky Division
of Employment Service, in Hop-
kinsville. A representative was
at the courthouse here Wednes-
day for registration of handicap-
ped persons.
Aberdeen Angus Sale
Is Set For Saturday
Madisonville—(AP)—The West
Kentucky Abeideen Angus Breed-
ers Association will hold its
seventh annual opportunity show
and sale here Saturday. Twenty-
seven cows and heifers, four herd
sires, and 38 feeder calves are cat-
alogued for sale.
Basement Dug For New
American Legion Home
Date to begin construction work
on a new American Legion home,
to be located near the V. F. W.
Park on the Cadiz road, has not
been set, it was reported this
week. Basement to the proposed
building has been dug, but mor-
tar has not been 'poured, it was
said. The Leader regrets the er-
roneous statement of last week
that a new V. F. W. Home is to be
constructed.
RETURNS TO VANDERBILT
N. H. Talley, Jr., returned to
Nashville, Tenn., Sunday for his
third year in medical school at
Vanderbilt University, after
spending several weeks with his
parents, Mr. and Mrs. N. H. Tal-
ley, W. Main street.
Franklin-Simpson 32-0
By Charles Adams
The Butler Tigers traveled to
Franklin-Simpson Friday night
and'returned home with a smash-
ing 32 to a victory to avenge the
7 to 6 edge handed them by Mor-
ganfield at the first game of the
season.
During the first half, Butler
scored two touchdowns. The Tig-
ers struck paYdirt in the first
quarter with Barrett taking the
ball over for the score. An at-
tempt to add the extra point fail-
ed.
In the second period, P'Pool
added another marker, but again
the Tigers failed to convert.
Later in the period the Tigers
went to the Franklin-Simpson's
one-foot line, but the half brought
the Tiger's march to a stop with
the locals leading 12-0.
Franklin-Simpson took the
kick-off at the start of the sec-
ond half, but was forced to kick
after three downs. The Tigers
took the ball about mid-field and
went to the 30 yard marker where
Bill Traylor ran the remaining
yardage for another touchdown.
The Tigers made the point good,
which gave them a lead of 19-0.
After the kickoff for the fourth
quarter, Butler recovered another
Franklin-Simpscm fumble and
Barrett sprinted 28 yards to tally
again. McCaslin passed to Wil-
liamson for the extra point.
Franklin-Simpson made its only
bid to score in the final period by
driving to the Tigers' 10 yard
line where they failed to pass the
Butler line. In the next play, the
Tigers went into a fake kick for-
mation. The ball went to Robert
Williamson who ran an 85-yard
brokenfield run to strike paydirt.
Attempt to convert failed.
During the last few minutes of
play, Coach Hackett substituted
'freely, giving other players an
opportunity to enter the game.
The encounter ended with the
Tigers' scoresheet showing 32 to 0.
The local squad looked like a new
team after the slow showing in
the opener. The next tangle will
be with Madisonville, Sept. 30, on
the Maroons' own gridiron.
$167 Collected
In Polio Drive
Results Of Campaign
Said To Be Below
Expectations
"The people of Caldwell county
have given $267.14 to help Ken-
tucky and the nation in the strug-
gle against infantile paralysis,"
according to Murray Sell, chair-
man of the emergency polio cam-
paign.
The local chairman said the re-
port was based on partial re-
turns and he declared:
"The results are not up to our
hopes and expectations but I am
sure the people of our county have
done what they could to help in
this desperate hour of need."
In his statement, Mr. Sell re-
minded the county people that the
incidence of polio has not abated
and that reports of widely scat-
terasj polio cases are still coming
Iii to the State Health Depart-
ment.
"The number of cases in the
State so far this year is rapidly
approaching the 500 mark," he
said, " and the number of deaths
stand at 36 as of September 23.
In Caldwell county, we had two
cases of polio in 1949."
According to Sell 'he national
picture 'is not encouraging." He
said that during the week ending
September 17, the National Foun-
dation set $359,742. in emergency
aid funds to 56 chapters in 20
states. He added that 205 nurses
recruited for the National Foun-
dation by the American Red Cross
were assigned to emergency poilo
duty in 24 states, and emergency
shipments of medical equipment
during the one week included 47
respirators and 36 hot pack ma-
chines.
'The Kentucky campaign is of-
ficially over, he said, "with do-
nations to date totaling $32,500,
but contributions still may be
mailed care of the post office.
City Progressive
Ticket Is Announced
A third city-council ticket,
headed by K. R. Cummins for
mayor, has been filed with the
County Court Clerk. A formal an-
nouncement together with the
platforms is scheduled to appear
in the next issue of The Leader.
Hopkinsville Rotarians
Hear Mark Cunningham
Hopkinsville Rotarians heard
Mark Cunningham, district gover-
nor, speak at their regular lunch-
eon meeting Tuesday. The dangers
of our permitting the federal
government to perform services
which are better for the citizens
themselves to perform, were em-
phasized by Mr. Cunningham.
SOME GOOD FISHING!
i Billy McElroy, Delmar Shortt,
Joby Loftus, "Nick" Nichols and
Frank Wilson reported some
good fishing at Kentucky Lake
early Wednesday morning. Nick
reports catching 30, the limit.
SCHOOL FIELD DAY
A school field day will be held
Friday, Sept. 30, at the Shady
Grove community, It is an:
nounced. Foot races and other
contests will be held, it was said
AT JENNIE STUART
Phillis Marie Vickey, Princeton,
is under treatment at Jennie
Stuart Hospital, Hopkineville, this
week.
Kuttawa Pastor Named
Moderator Of District
Baptist Mission Group
Members of the Caldwell Bap-
tist Association elected the Rev.
Reed Rushing, Kuttawa, as mo-
derator and named R. G. McClel-
land, Princeton, clerk at their
annual meeting Thursday and
Friday at New Bethel Church, it
is announced.
The group reported 303 bap-
tisms during the last year. Gifts
totalling $29,212 were received by
Baptist missions, it was said.
Thursday and Friday after the
third Sunday in September was
set as the time for the 1950 meet-
ing.
ICE CREAM SUPPER
There will be an ice cream and
pie supper at Bell Buckle School
Friday night, Sept. 30, it is an-
nounced by Thelma Brandon, tea-
'cher. The public is cordially in-
vited.
Church To Observe
Loyalty Month
Observance Of World
Communion To Be
Held Sunday, Oct. 2
An emphasis on church loyalty
is being made at the First Christ-
ian Church during the month of
October, it is announced by the
pastor, the Rev. George W. Filer.
All members have been urged to
being their loyalty month with
World Wide Communion Service,
which is to be observed by all
Protestant churches Sunday, Oct.
2.
The Sunday School is begin-
ning the fall program with the
boservance of Rally Day. Fully
graded classes for everyone have
been set up to meet the needs of
instruction for all ages, the Rev.
Filer said.
During the month's emphasis
on loyalty, the minister will bring
a series of messages entitled, "The
Church and Its Meaning to Our
Lives."
The public is urged to be loyal
to "the church of your choice,"
the minister said. Services will
begin at 7 p. m. each Sunday.
Saves Cuddles By
Night In Woods
Danny Ryan, 14, of Brooklyn,
N. Y., cuddles his pup, Teddy, in
Interstate Park where police
found him camping in woods.
Danny ran away from home with
the pup to save it from distruction
when its hind legs became para-
lyzed because he pushed it off a
porch previously. Danny's mother
agreed to let him keep pup when
police took Teddy to veterinarian
who said the pup's legs would
get all riht again. (AP Wire-
photo)
Mitchell Wins
Casting Contest
60 Attend Fish, Game
Association's Annual
Picnic Thursday
Watford Mitchell, Butler High
School student, won the bait cast-
ing contest for Junior conserva-
tion club members at the Cald-
well County Game and Fish Pro-
tective Association's annual pic=
nic Thursday, it is announced.
Bubs Harrelson won second
prize with 65 points and George
Robert Stevens defeated John
Brown in the play-off for third
prize with 55 points.
Winners. in the turkey shoot-
ing contests were 011ie Mitchell
and William McCon.nell. The pic-
nic, which was held at the trap
shooting grounds on John Ma-
han's farm, was attended by ap-
proximately 60 fish and game and
Junior conservation club mem-
bers, it was reported.
Wheat Cover Crops
Should Be Approved
Farmers may seed wheat this
fall as a winter cover crop with-
out loss of farm price support
benefits, although wheat acreage
allotments are being established
for farms where wheat is to be
seeded for harvest in 1950, it was
announced this week by Willis
Traylor, chairman of the local
AAA.
In order to avoid loss of wheat
price support eligibility, farmers
with wheat acreage allotments are
required to obtain approval of
county. ACA committees before
seeding this winter cover crop,
Mr. Traylor said.
Small grains, including wheat,
barley, rye, oats ow. mixtures of
these crops, established on the
land this fall and left on the land
or plowed under, are included as
a practice in the 1950 ACA pro-
gram, Mr. Traylor added.
TWINS TURN ON HOT WATER
Michael and Mona Snlith, 18-month-old twins are under treat-
ment in hospital at Decatur, Ill., for scalded feet and legs. Impatient
Michael tried to pull hiprielf out of tub, grabbed handle of hot water
faucet and Scalded himself and sister. Their mother, Mrs. Edwin
Smith, said they will be in the hospital for at least two weeks. ( AP
Wirephoto)
City Takes Step
To Reduce Fire
Insurance Rates
Local Firemen Attend
School Offered By
State Fire Bureau
The last requirement of the
Kentucky Fire Inspection Bureau,
which must be complied with
before Princeton can be classified
as a seventh class city and have
its fire insurance rates lowered,
is now being met, it is announced.
A firemen's training school,
currently being conducted by
Captain V. A. Beam, State co-or-
dinator of training for firemen
from Louisville, should qualify
Princeton for 12 to 15 per cent
lower rates since the arrival of
the new $7,500 fire truck, it was
said.
Local firemen this week are
receiving instructions in two daily
sessions, one session being held
during the afternoon and the
other at night. The daily after-
noon session consists of drills with
fire fighting .1quipment and open
air practice while the night ses-
sions are round table discussions
on classification of fires, main-
taining effective fire streams and
other fire fighting information.
Members attending the school
include Gordon Glenn, fire chief;
Reg Hobby, assistant chief; Con-
way Lacey, Dr. C. F. Engelhardt,
Jess Chambliss, Hampton Nichols,
R. M. Oliver, Delmar Shortt, Cur-
tis Sigler and Willie Pursley.
According to Captain Beam, the
purpose of the school is to out-
line a fire program to local fire-
men. Further training and prac-
tice to gain proficiency is then
left to the local department.
Caldwell Youth Named
To Play In FFA Band
Billie G. Mitchell, baritone, has
been named one of the five Ken-
tucky boys chosen tc play in the
National Future Farmers of
America Band. The assignments
were made by Dr. Henry S. Brun-
ner of Pennsylvania State Col-
lege, who will direct the band at
the FFA national convention in
Kansas City Oct. 10-13. Mitchell
is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Moscoe
Mitchell, Route 3.
Fredonia PTA Has
First Meeting
The Fredonia PTA met Thurs-
day afternoon, Sept. 20, at 2:30
p. m., for its first meeting of the
new school term.
Mrs. Ruble Akridge, newly
lected president, was in charge of
the program.
There were 27 members pre-
sent, including teashers, officers
and members.
The first Friday of each month
was decided on as regular meet-
ing date, the next to be held Oct-
ober 7.
Physically Handicapped
Week Committee Chosen
The Citizens Health Committee
has been designated Icw Mayor W.
L. Cash to be in Charge of "Em-
ploy the Physically Handicapped
Week," which has been given na-
tional significance by an act of
Congress.
Members of the committee are
R. A. Mabry, chairman; Mrs.
Ralph L. Cash, Miss Mary Wil-
son Eldred, Dr. W. E. Willis, Dr.
J. M. Moore, E. M. McCaslin and
Clifton Clift.
Recruiting Station
To Be Open Wednesdays
The Princeton Recruiting sta-
tion will be open only on Wed-
nesdays front 9 a. m. to 4 p. m.
until further notice, it is an-
nounced. The change in schedule
is due to the transfer of one man
while another is on re-enlistment
leave, it was said.
Church of Christ To
Begin Revival Oct. 3
There will be a gospel meet-
ing, beginning Monday, Oct. 3,
at the Church of Christ, located
one and one-half miles north-
east of Cross Roads Christian
Church, it is announced by the
Rev. Layton L. Hall, minister. The
public is cordially invited.
RETURNS TO DENVER
Donald Brasher, of Fredonia,
has returned to Denver, Col.,
where he has resumed his studies
at Denver University. He spent
three weeks with his parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Cecil Brasher of Fre-
donia.
HOME FROM HOSPITAL
Richard Towery, Princeton, was
discharged from Illinois Central
Hospital, Paducah, last week-end,
after a week's treatment.
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in The Shadow Of Death
Hindsight is usually better than 
foresight, but in some instances
hindsight may come too late.
Our State police say that som
e school buses are currying f
rom
100 to 110 pupils, which is 
40 or 50 pupils more than the 
law allows.
If one of these overloaded 
buses should turn over or be forc
ed off the
road, there is great probabili
ty that all would be killed—
not from
the accident itself but suffoca
ted-or trampled to death.
Police have the authority to 
unload these overcrowded bus
es
anywhere they find them, but t
hey know several parents wo
uld
howl if their child were taken 
off between school and hom
e.
School officials, we have been 
told, can not buy more buses
because of a lack of funds. Their 
situation is similar to that of the
State police for they can not 
permit drivers to pass up school ch
ildren
on the road or refuse to let them
 enter an already crowded 
bus.
Since both school and police 
officials are confronted with what
seems to be on unanswerable 
problem as long as taxes are insuff
icient
to cover school costs, it is 
time for the parents to join with these of-
ficials and howl so loud it will 
be impossible for state and local
leaders to ignore them.
Don't wait until it is too late. 
Demand more safety for you:
children. Death does not always wait 
until tomorrow.
A Madam President
Vincent Sheean has been calling for a 
woman for the next Presi-
dent of the United States, and now Sen
ator Margaret Chase Smith of
Maine urges a "qualified woman" as 
Republican nominee for either
President or Vice-President in 1952.
Mr. Sheean thinks a woman president 
would give the world the
assurance it needs that America's intentio
ns are peiceful and would
appeal to the seething millions of Asia, where 
the mother symbol has
always been highly esteemed. Presumably 
Queen Boadicea of Britain
and the Empress Jingo of Japan are 
sufficiently hidden by the mists
of antiquity as not to conjure up the horr
ifying vision of a possible
Amazonian Commandress in Chief. But one questio
ns the efficacy of
the mother symbol, as exemplified by Queen Victo
ria for instance to
quench Asian doubts cif western imperialism.
On the domestic front, Senator Smith predicts
 a victory for the
party that nominates a woman for Vice-Presiden
t or President—
though she disappointingly withholds her own 
disinguished name
from possibly candidacy. The subject is still surrounded with jo
cular-
ity in most people's minds, as the suffragette issue
 once was. But we
can think of some able women we would vote for
 far more readily
than for some avofed male aspirants, and we suspe
ct that some mil-
lions of Americans may teel the same way—(Christian Scien
ce Moni-
tor.)
Discriminatory Taxes
When the war excise taxes were put into effect, it was said
 that
they would be repealed six months after the end of h
ostilities. Yet
they are still in effect, and are still acting as a burde
n on the con-
sumer and a brake on business.
The taxes apply to a considerable list of commodities and
 ser-
vices, many of which are not luxuries under and reasonable 
interpre-
tation of the term. The primary reason for their enactment w
as to
reduce civilian purchasing in time of war. That reason no l
onger
exists and there can be no valid excuse for continuing this dr
ag on
the economy.
A concerted campaign is now underway in favor of repeal of the
levies at this session of Congress. It is sponsored by the principal
associations of retailers, including both chain and independent
groups, and by many manufacturers. It is also supported by labor
unions, which realize that these taxes discourage buying and so pre-
vent employment. The CIO, at its 1948 Constitutional Convention
-paased a formal resolution urging "that all excise taxes not regulatory
in chars ter be repealed."
The National Planning Association—a nonpartisan organization
representative of business, labor, agriculture and the professions—
has said: "The present structure of excise taxes discriminates be-
tween producer of taxed and untaxed goods and many of those taxes
weigh most heavily on low income families." They are simply a form
of class tax, and are highly discriminatory. Their early repeal would
be n the interest of business and tile consumer, and would be of di-
rect held in maintaining employment.
Why should leather goods, for instance, be classified as a luxury?
—(Kentucky Standard)
Kentucky On The March
BY EWLNG GALLOWAY
At a Committee for Kentucky meeting the other night I met
George Mascott, public relations man for the Kentucky Chamber of
Commerce, and he assured me that in the future his office would
cooperate heartily with this column in putting out information in
the best interests of the state and its people. This is all to the good
because the objectives of the KCC and the Committee far Kentucky
are ss; mixed that only a King Solomon could separate them.
The primary objective of the Chamber of Commerce is to get
more 'good industries for the state. That has to be done to increase
our commerce. The people have to make more money before they
can spend more and give Kentucky merchants a bigger turnover.
The primary objectives of the Committee for Kentucky is a
higher standard of living for Kentuckians, with more factories, big-
ger payrolls, more wealth from agriculture as necessary pillars under
the whole human betterment structure. It takes money to build
schoolhouses and hire good teachers, to erect hospitals and employ
more nurses, to get more doctors by enabling patients to pay for
treatment and to promote the welfare ,of the people generally. So
baturally, practically everyone of the ten of thousands of members
of the Committee are with the Chamber of Commerce about 100 per
cent.
A good many industrialists, merchants and bankers didn't go
along with the C6mmittee for Kentucky when it publicized facts
about shocking conditions in the state. These folks said we were wav-
ing our dirty linen before the eyes of the world instead of laundering.
it in private. Now they realize that the revelations contained in the
Committee's report had to be given he people before conditions
would ever be improved.
And we who seek to make Kentucky a better state generally
know that we can't get fat unless the state prOduces more wealth.
TO realize this, you only have to drive over such states as Ohio,
Indiana. Wisconsin, Michigan. These states are ahead of us mainly
because they are richer. And we are poorer because for half a cen-
tury Kentuckians in the main have been too smug, too self-satisfied.
The Kentucky Chamber of Commerce has a Herculean job to do.
Catching up with the more enterprising states calls for leadership
title short of heroic. Stephen J. Watkins, president of the KCC, has
a reaponsibility that challenges his best efforts. If he makes a nota-
ble success of it a lot of us will call-him a genius.
Another Kentucky Need
Sixty-two freshmen have registered at the dental school of the
University of Lsouisvilje. They were chosen from 1,300 applicants.
The same sort of thing hapnened at U. of L's medical school.
About one of 12 applicants could be accepted. The school couldn't'
take r are of more Isn't it time for the commonwealth to consider
seriously the need for establishing medical and dental schools at Its
own univer,
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Chips
By J. S. H.
A diner while dining at Crewe
Found quite a large mouse in his
stew.
Said the waiter, ."Don't shout
And wave it about,
Or the rest will be wanting one,
too."
• • •
Bring 'ern back dead Henry E.
Brandon could have made quite a
bit of money downtown the other
day with his car trunk exhibit.
However, Henry passed up the
money making chance and gave
a free showing of his four foot,
five inch rattle snake which he
killed over in Trigg county. Your
editor and several small children
from Dotson school got a kick
listening to Henry tell how he
•
MP'
1
OBERLIN'S
BSERVAT/ONS
DICK OBERLIN
WHAS
PIEW-LP.Siaggs,
Somewhere in the past few
weeks a story about Vice- Presi-
dent Alben Barkely—who always
is good for at least one story—
came to my attention. This con-
cerned a reporter and an editor
who were discussing the Veep.
Said the reporter: "You can't
tell me he isn't acting like a guy
getting ready for a wedding." Re-
tored the Editor, with a sly, wry
grin, "Remember, last year at this
time we thought he was a guy
getting ready for a funeral!"
Not only is that a good yarn
about our Vice-President, it's not
a bad analogy to the labor-mana-
gement situation in our nation
today. It's pretty difficult to tell
just what is happening in rela-
tions between production and
ownership, but one sure thing,
something is happening—a n r
whatever it is, it's of vital im-
portance.
We're feeling the economic ef-
fects of. it right now in Kentucky
in the walk-out of the coal-miners
—a walk-out which, like Carl
Sanberg's fog, came creeping
down on little cat's feet. One
weeil the miners workled full
time. Then-they worked only two
or three days. Then, suddenly,
without warning, they weren't
working at all. If any strike notice
was sent out, if any warning was
given, if shaggy old John Lewis
gave any public notice at all that
the miners would quit work it
escaped me. That is possible, even
though I check seven teletype
machines regularly each day,
read two daily newspapers, a
couple of weekly news magazines
and faithfully peruse about three
dozen weekly newspapers.
What, then, happened? This
seems to be a double barrelled
proposition. The miners quit
work. It happened, as often it
does, while talks about a new
contract were about to begin. It
also happened just as it was
announced that the miners' wel-
fare fund was about exhausted
and pension payments were ab-
ruptly terminated.
And this illustrates something
about these pension funds—
which is the issue in the steel-
union controversy, and the Ford-
auto workers dispute. There's
no question but any pension
system must be actually sound
before itogoes into effect. That
dosen't necessarily mean that in-
surance company rules should
be used, because their figures
are ultra-conservative. But some-
where between the miner s'
troubles and the insurance com-
pany profits there is a middle
ground where reasonable pen-
sions can be paid on a regular
.basis without danger of being
abruptly terminated.
All the coal, steel and auto
industry troubles are directly
traceable; of course, to the in-
creasing at areness of • workers
in every walk of life, in every
occupation, .that they must,
somehow, amplify the generally
inadequate pensions provided by
Social Security.
Organized labor undoubtedly
is going to came out of its
current dispute with organized
big business with great in.prove-
ment in its welfare program.
But where does that leave the
rest of us? If all organized labor,
every last card-carrying union
man, should get additional pro-
tection, that would mean a se-
cure. old age for only about one
out of every four of five wage
earners in the nation. We may
not like the Idea—some will call
it more "welfare statism," but
sooner- or later we'll have to
greatly liberalize the social se-
curity payments. If, that is, we
plan to protect workers in their
old .age. If we grow completely
callous as a nation that we can,
of course, tell a man when his
years of usefulness to the in-
dustrial machine are ended,
"O.K., Bud. You were a good
worker. But you don't earn
your salt anymore. So just go
somewhere and starve quitely,
will you?"
killed the poisonoustreptile wit
a stick.
• • •
After President Truman's an-
nouncement that Russia has the
A-bomb, everybody here and else-
where stopped and wondered
what we should do. One bright
columnist gave this as the best
possible advice: "Don't •buy now
on a rising market."
• • •
Little Chip, our eleven-month-
old problem child, apparently has
decided he's too big for pablum
and the like. Since discovering he
can stand without the assistance
of Ma or Pa, he insists on having
biscuits every night for supper.
Now his mother can't understand
why he doesn't sleep at night.
• • •
Princeton's Junior Chamber .of
Commerce deserves this week's
bouquet for donating $100 to the
State's emergency polio fund
drive. If a few other organizations
and more business men here
would contribute one-eighth of
this amount to this worthy cause,
perhaps one or two other child-
ren might have a chance to walk
again.
•
Records show that the Arctic
tern, whose legs were banded in
Maine and Labrador in July, mi-
grated to southern France and
western Africa in the fall. One
bird flew more than 8,000 miles
when less than four months old.
The mystery of where the
American chimney sweep win-
tered as solved in 1944, when
Indians found banded birds in
the upper part of the Amazon
River in South America.
fT
Literary
Guidepost
By W. ( ; Rogers
STALIN: A POLITICAL BIOG-
RAPHY, by Isaac DeUtliCheT
(Oxford; $5)
This 000-page study,. by a Pol-
ish-born author now in England,
contains, to begin with, much ma-
terial with which readers of mod-
ern history are already familiar.
There are, for example, Stalin's
birth as the son of ex-serfs, his
upbringing in Tiflis, the early de-
velopment of his revolutionary at-
titudes, his continuing obscurity
but growing importance, his ar-
rests, his adherence to Lenin and
Bolshevism, his rivraly with Trot-
sky, Ms crucial posts as commis-
sar of several departments, the
slow consolidation of. his posi-
tion after Lenin's death, the pur-
ges, the maneuvering with Nazis
and democracies in the late 1930s,
and the war.
But this is only the background
of the book., Instead of a lot of
pieces of perversity, opinionated-
ness and unpredictability, Stalin
becomes here a whole man; most
of the mystery is taken out of
him. Youth is linked understand-
ably to maturity, inexperience to
experience, the influences of the
first years to the achievements of
the later. This is an explanation,
not an expose.
He was in his teens in Tiflis
when he was obliged to learn the
utility of "dissimulation, decep-
tion and violence." In the. 1905
revolution he revealed propheti-
cally "a penchant for a reckless,
wasteful method of warfare." His
disagreement with Trosky was
not something drummed up for
personal or political reasons, but
started as far back as 1907, and
an inseparable part of it, strange-
ly, seems to have been his choice
of Stalingrad as the site of the
BODENHAMER'S
B. N. LUSBY CO.
WOOD BROS.
critical battle of 1942. His manner
of handling the Politburo was
precisely the manner he used in
handling generals in World War
•
Deutscher says Stalin underes-
timated Hitler, overestimated Pol-
hill and French military might,
and made mistakes In Spain. He
Is puzzled by the Warsaw debacle.
But he believes Stalin's attacks
on Bukharin, Rykov arid Tomsky,
and the subsequent purges, may
well have been the salvation of
Russia; that Stalin was "genuine-
ly" striving to get along with the
democracies and avert war for
several years after 1935. While he
likens his methods to Hitler's, he
thinks Hitler ruined Germany but
that Stalin's accomplishments in
behalf of Russia and s new socie-
ty are certain to endure.
•
Do You Know?
During the winter months 95
per cent of the migratory birds
remaining in the United States
stay in a strip bordering the At-
lantic Ocean and the Gulf of
Mexico and north up the Missis-
sippi or on the west coast from
Puget Sound southward into Cal-
ifornia.
Of the almost three million
square miles of Australia, more
than one million are in the trop-
ics.
Australia is the smallest conti-
nent and the largest island in
the world.
Studies show that migratory
birds confine themselves to cer-
tain geographical regions, known
as "flyways".
The Star Spangled Banner was
legally designated as the nation-
al anthem by act of Congress on
March 3, 1931-117 years after it
was written.
No No/her at all My Extenstoo
Telephone if iight bete in the Oche
Add Comfort and Convenience
to your home with an
EXTENSION TELEPHONI
Housework hums right along when there's mattes
sion telephone handy. No need to "drop everythill
and run" when the telephone rings. You save tale
and steps—and finish work faster.
Many homes, both large and small, noir enjoy
extension telephone service. An extension in row
home will provide a world of convenience and tels
phone privacy at little added cost Why not call tie
Business Office and order yours hada'?
SOUTHERN SILL TILIPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COSTAR
1Pu4lft"Tffitz,
It is often a disappointment to see the
summer season end. Flowers and leaves
will soon be gone. Warm, sunny days will
soon be replaced by cold, dreary ones. Out-
door activities will be few.
And yet, there are compensations. Who
does not delight in tasting the first pumpkin
pie of the season? And who does not enjoy
tramping through brightly-colored autumn
leaves? And then follows sleigh-riding in
the snow, cozy evenings before an open fire;
and then Spring again. Each season of the
year brings new pleasures to replace the
old ones.
Just as God gives us many and endur.
ing blessings in the changing seasons, so
does he offer us rich spiritual rewards.
Month after month, season after season, and
year after year, the Church stands ready and
willing to give us comfort, hope, and inspira-
tion. Great success or utter failure may
await us. Either may be disastrous. We can
better face the many changes in our daily
living by attending the services of the
Church.
STEGER LUMBER YARD
Robinson Implement Co.
THE CHURCH FOR ALL
ALL FOR THE CHURCH
the
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It is a storehouse of spiritual valves. Without a
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Monday 
 Psalms 103:1.19
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salts of his community and ncrtion. (4) For t)*
democracy
For theown sake (2) For his children's sake. (3)
°very person should attend services regtiladiand support the Church. They are: (I) rot ha
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Y and read your Bible daily.
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PRINCETON CREAMERY
CORNER DRUG STORE
G. HOMER BROWN
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County Agent's
Column
By It. A Mabry
•,............7••••••••••• OMNI
A promising new method of
'rating plant bed soils to kill
; seeds has been developed by
Kentucky Agricultural Ex-
went Station. A liquified gas,
yl bromide containing 2 per
tea gas, is released under a
dtoof cover fitted over the
,ired soil of the seed bed,
t, it is held for a period of
48 hours.
gas penetrates the soil and
weed seeds as effectively as
steaming and at less expense,
temperature of the soil dur-
treatment should not be low.
re 50 degrees and preferably
‘; 60 degrees. Treatment with
y1 bromide should be made
e.ttly the 1.til 4,1411,(c the lied is.
to La: scedvd. Usually dut log Sep
tember or early October
Plow the area and smooth
down in tiN ;tenet', then work the
or ;on of bed into a
d bed just ahead of
; , ;1; ; ; • It should be free of
dud: i unpulverized pieces of
sod. NO soil should be moist
enough to work good, since a high
seed moisture content is essen-
tial to kill weed seeds in the soil.
On sloping ground, long beds
should be located on the contour
rather than with the slope, be-
cause the gas' is heavier than air
and tends to concentrate in the
lower areas of the bed.
Covers made of gas proof ma-
terials must be used to hold the
gas in contact with the soil for
24 to 48 hours. Suitable fumigat-
ing tarpaulins made of plastic-
treated fabrics and asphalt
-lam-
inated paper covers are now ob-
tainable for this purpose. In gen-
C. A. Woodall Insurance Agency
Established 1907
'Not For A Day But For All Time"
Associates
Virgil Smith Russell Woodall
11111111111111111.110111.1. 111111 1 iii
vral the plastic-treated .1 ii,at
more durable than paper covers
but are more eXpensive. Water-
proof canvas trapoulins and or-
dinary building paper without the
asphalt coating are not consider-
er gas
-proof. The covers should
be 2 to 3 feet wider than the bed
to be treated, and perhaps 50 to
100 feet long. The cover should
be supported over the bed like a
roof so that it will shed rain fall-
ing during the exposure period.
It may be supported 12 to 113
lathes above the ground by a
wire stretched over stakes down
the middle of the bed or by sev-
eral lengths of iron pipe placed
end to end OT1 low sawhorses. Low
supports at each side of the bed
can be provided by laying 4-by-
4-inch timbers end to end an the
ground, or the bed may be box-
ed in advance of treatment, in
which case the boxing boards will
serve as the side supports. The
cover should extend at least 6
inches beyond the side and end
suppoets so that as the cover is
stretched tightly over them soil
may be placed over the edges of
the cover to hold it in place and
make a tight seal with the
ground.
Many years ago, Hawaii,
Puerto Rico and the Virgin Is-
lands were overrun with the
mongoose, introduced in the be-
lief it would exterminate rats.
The mongoose, however, proved
more destructive than the rat.
News representing lives, hopes, drealt, ambitions of those
who made up the populace of Princet dtt dtio caidwell county slimed
40 years ago recorded nowhere but ti t).,. yellowed files of Twice-
A-Week Leader of those years will b. J' as a regular Leader
feature. The articles are reprodu..... t ,. a as the Princeton re-
porters, ahortly after the turn of the ; ; t rote them,
September 24, 1929. Miss Alice as t[1, ;; w/aler guests, Sunday,
Randolph, one of Princeton's most Mr. and Mrs. John Brusher, of
.4-HNews From The Past Products And
Contests Features
Of The State Fair
popular and attractice young lad-
ies, left recently for Memphis,
Tenn., to enter Western State
Teachers' College, where she
plans to take a three-year course.
Miss Alice will major in Latin
and English. She was an honor
student at Butler High and has
the good wishes of her many
friends here, in her new field of
scholastic endeavor.
• • •
September 24, 1929. R. F. Stal-
lin.s, of Lewistown, and member
of the Caldwell County Board of
Education, is suffering with an
infection of his right thumb,
which was slightly injured last
week in a way as not to cause
detection by Mr. Stallins until be-
coming infected last Thursday.
• • •
September 27, 1922. Mrs. Frank
K. Wylie is attending the Louis-
ville Annual Conference of the
Methodist Church South, as a del-
egate from the Madisonville
Church.
• • •
September 27, 1929. Mr. and
Mrs. Cecil Brasher, Fredonia, had
1111111.1.11111111111.1111111...11111111111111101111111111.1111111111.111/111111111110111111111111111111111111111111111111/11111111101011.111111111110111111111111111111 111111111  11.1111.111111111111011111111110111110111101.1111111111111111 iiiii II
ENNEY'S
ens,/
STARTS
TOMORROW!
cARRY/,11
MEN'S RAYON WORSTED
GABARDINE SLACKS
Good Looking . . . Easy
On Your Pocketbook
$5.90
RAYON
GABARDINE SPORT SHIRTS
California Styled $3.98
RAYON
SPORT JACKET
Water Repellant with quilted
Lining. For Sport or Dress
$10.90
C & C Features
LADIES'
RAYON PANTIES
HURRY ! ! 2 pr. $1.00
HEIDENBERG
LACE PANEL CURTAINS
54 x 90 Size, Only $1.00
LADIES'
2 0 0 NYLON SLIPS
Easy To Wash. First Quality
Du Pont Nylon $3.00
27" x 54"
VELVET WEAVE RUGS
SPECIAL PURCHASE! $2.00
Brown or Green Sizes 10 to 20
FOR THE BOYS
PASTEL SPORT SHIRTS $1.79
Vat Dyed Sanforized In Soft Colors
RED RYDER JEANS  $1.69
Western Style With Zipper
BOY'S CORDUROY COATS
$8.90
CHECK THESE
GAYMODE NYLONS
51 GAUGE, 15 DENIER
IN ALL NEW FALL SHADES
NATIONWIDE SHEETS
81 x 99 Now Only
MEN'S FLANNEL SHIRTS _
MEN'S UNION SUITS
Fine Cotton, 16-LB. Garment
$1.15
$1.79
_ _ $1.98
$1.98
WOMEN'S SWEATERS $3.98
SPECIAL PURCHASE 54"
ALL WOOL FABRICS $1.77 yd.
Hurry! Hurry! Hurry!!
To Penney's Suit Event
You Don't Have To Be An Expert To Choose a Quality Suit
From PENNEY'S Haas Selection. See Our All new 100%
Wool Worsted Sharkskin*, Gabardines, and Stripes. See Proof
That You Don't Have To Be An $
Expert To Pick A Good Suit
Off PENNEY'S Racks
orIONNIO,
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Stallings and Miss Aylene Stal-
lings spent the weekend with par-
ents at Lewistown.
• • •
September 27, 1929. Mr. Ever-
ett Wilson passed through the
Hickory Ridge community one
day last week.
• • •
September 27, 1929. Mr. and
Mrs. Floyd Hunter and children,
Mr. and Mrs. Garvin Scott and
little daughter, Mr. and Mrs. T P.
Taylor, Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Tay-
lor, Mr. and Mrs. Clay Scott and
children, all of Scott Station and
Mrs. G. D. Taylor of Princeton
attended services at Lewistown
church Sunday and reported
hearing a good sermon.
• • •
September 27, 1929. Messengers
from the Fredonia Baptist church
to the meeting of the Caldwell
County Association last week at
New Bethel were Messrs. John
Clift, T. 0. Jones and J. F. Ak-
ridge with Mr. A. Boaz as al-
ternate.
• • •
September 27, 1929. Mrs. Dixie
Vivian has returned from Okla-
homa City, Okla., where she spent
the summer months with her
daughter, Mrs. Dixie Vivian Bab-
cock and Mr. Babcock.
• • •
September 27, 1929. Princeton
and Caldwell county very much
regret the loss of Mrs. C. F. En-
gelhardt's efficient services as an
instructor, she left here Tuesday
for Georgetown, where she will
teach Home Economics in the
High School of that city. ,
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THE GARDEN
By John S. Gardner, Kentucky
College of Agriculture and
Home Economics
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WINTER STORING
OF VEGETABLES, (V).
(Continued.)
Last week several "ordinary"
ways were described for storing
the "warm" vegetables, sweet po-
tatoes, squashes and cushaws, but
at best they are makeshifts that
may not always succeed. With
baked "sweets" and cushaws such
fine winter food, it may be de-
sirable to have a special storage
that would be always sure. Also,
such a storage would accomodate
canned vegetables and onions all
winter, and for some weeks, pep-
pers, egplants and melons that
otherwise might be lost. Today
and next week, such a storage is
described.
While called "special,' such a
storage is simply constructed,
being merely to partition off a
"warm room" from the main
cellar, much like that suggested
here several weeks ago for keep-
ing white potatoes.
Here, however, the construction
must be better, to hold safely and
without too much attention a tem-
perature of 50 degrees. The up-
rights are 2x4 feet, spaced 24
inches apart, these covered inside
and out with well-fitted plank-
ing. Then building paper or 6-
ply newspaper is carefully tack-
ed on, wadded along the ceiling
and the floor to be air-tight.
Both faces of the partition are
next covered with tongue-and-
groove or with beaver board, well
nailed at the edges and the joints,
these covered with gummed pa-
per to make all air-tight.
Two tightly fitted doors should
be hung, and enough cut from the
top and bottom edges of the in-
ner one to make openings whose
area in square inches is that of
the floor in square feet. The cut-
off lumber shouold -be carefully
hinged back for closing between
times for ventilating.
rEGG
I PRODUCERS!
THE BEST WAY
TO COAX YOUR
HEN TO MAXIMUM
EGG PRODUCTION
IS TO FEED
NUNN-
BETTER
20% Egg Mash
A Thoroughly
Tested Feed—
Filled With Meat
Scram, Fish Meal,
And Dried Buttermilk
Enriched With
Vitamins A, D, and
Riboflavin.
There's None Better
Than NUNN-BETTER!
Made by
CHAS. NUNN & SONS
MILLING COMPANY
—Millers of NUNN-BETTER
All-Purpose FLOUR
Approximately 2,500 members
of 4-H clubs had exniblts or took
part in )udging contests at the
Kentucky State Fair.
SALARY-LIMIT
AMENDMENT
COMMITTEE
Seven Sprkigs:
' • - ' Girls had 653 exhibits of can-
September 27, 1929. Miss Atha ned foods, 156 entries of baked
foods, 490 entries in clothing and
50 exhibits in room Improvements.
Nearly 400 blue ribbons were
awarded. Jacqueline Shoulders of
Caldwell county won a sewing
machine on her clothing exhibit.
More than 100 dairy cattle were
exhibited by 4-H'ers. Best county
exhibit of Jerseys was from Car-
roll. Stanley Couch of Carroll
had the senior and grand cham-
pion cow and Betty Rose Saun-
ders ofeleayette the junior cham-
pion.
Campbell county furnished the
best group of Holsteins. Mary
MacDurrett of Shelby county
showed the senior and grand
champion cow and Robert Grad-
en of Campbell the junior cham-
pion.
Shelby county had the best 4-H
swine: Durocs, Sadie and Barbee
Payne, Shelby county; Spotted
Poland
-Chinas, Joyce Ann Lee,
Bracken county, and Poland-
Chinas, Roy I " Tef-1
Over 125,000 homes
protected against termites
by Terminix!
.01et.
Ask los. free Insr,*(4704
of your property
STEGER LUMBER CO.
Phone 3340
Authorired Rep...Anted...a of
0 Ohio Valles, Tenminix Corp.
As Advertised 1A.'ilto Post"
,,,,,RicL,LLARGEST IN TERMITE CONT101
tenon coon I y.
For the third time in four years,
a Henderson county team won the
4-H centest In judging beef cat-
01', hogs and sheep, and for the
sixth tune in nine years Grayson
"county furnished the top poultry
team. Spencer county had the top
team judging dairy cattle.
Top individual judges were Ra-
chel Smith, Graves county, and
H. G. McRay, Jr., Anderson coun-
ty, tied in placing dairy cattle;
Earl Bridges, Henderson county,
fat stock, and Jerry Litsey, Gray-
son county, poultry.
Lewis Ridgway of Graves coun-
ty won th eshowman's trophy 
I
awarded by Harry F. Walters,
state commissioner of agriculture.
The country with the densest
population $ Java, with 731 peo.
pie to the square mile.
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TOMMY DORSEY
IN PERSON
Anti Ills
WORLD E'AIVIOUS
Olt( IIESTRA
Dancing 9:30 'T111
HOPKINS COLN I
ENTERTAINM1.N1
1 ; NTER
;1 North
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FARM TOOLS
For Farm Sowing!
DISC HARROWS-
5-6-7 Ft. Roderick Lean
7 Ft. Dunham
CULTIPACKERS-
-10 Ft. Double
Ft. Single
EZEE FLOW FERTILIZER
DISTRIBUTORS
----ALSO----
SEEDS AND FERTILIZER
THE PLANTERS HDWE. CO.
(Incorporated)
West Seventh St. at Cleveland Ave. *Phone 115
Hopkinsville
SAY YES FOR
YOU andlIOURS
It's you, fellow Ketttuckian—it's all of us everyday citizens—who suffer
because the state constitution limits public salaries to $5,000 a year.
Because of that limit we can't open our five new tuberculosis hos-
pitals. IDoctors 'avid' the necessary training and experience can't be
had for $5,000. And so Kentuckians will die and others will sicken,
and you and yours and all your kinsfolk and friends will have to
run the risk of infection.
Because of the limit, our hospitals for people ill in mind are kept
to a care-taker ;basis. The help that would make useful citizens out
• of thousands now in custody can't be hired at the 1891 level of pay.4
' Because of 'the limit, our whole school system suffers. Who wants to
enter a state profession in which the highest officer can earn only $5,000?
-,
Because of the limit, our colleges and our university suffer, too.
They lose men and women to out-of-state institutions. They lose men
i 
and women to industry. They feel insecure.
Because of the limit, our public-health program throughout the state
- is badly crippled, and is being crippled more and more day by day.
t.' Because of the limit the farmer is poorer. Agricultural specialists,
, research men, conductors of experiments—these aren't attracted to a
state that offers them no future. If attracted, they don't stay. The
' men we do have remain in their positions only out of great devotion
to their institutions and their state.
Because of the limit we can't develop and operate our park and
recreational system so as to give healthful enjoyment to our own
people or so as to attract tourists and get the tourists' dollars.
Because of the limit our highway program is faltering and expensive.
We have to engage on a part-time or job basis—st far more than a $5,000
annual rate—the experts without whose help we just can't proceed.
Because of the limit every service of state itself is limited. Every
one is made needlessly expensive in terms of performance.
What we're saying is: Because of the limit, you suffer. You pay.
But you don't get full service for your tax dollar. You get a partial,
unsatisfactory, expensive, pinch-penny service. And it's your fault,
and ours, and every citizen's. It's our fault- because we haven't seer
earlier that we'd have to remove the constitutional barrier to progress.
At the election November 8 you'll have an opportunity to make a
better Kentucky—a better Kentucky for you and yours—by voting
for Constitutional Amendment No. 2. It will make possible an adjust-
ment of official salaries. And it will help mightily to cure our ills,
If you want to know more about the working effects of the salary
limit, fill out the coupon below. We'll send you, without charge, a
booklet that tells the full story. It's honest, it's factual, it's informative.
KENTUCKY HEALTH
•
WELFARE AND
•
•
urilmmuelone
The Whole Story i
NAMF
Arimalus 
 011,11111117mnommeor
Kentucky Health, lreyare and Salary-
Limit Amendment Committee
227 South Fifth Street, Loutsellie, Ky.
Please send a copy of your booklet hot
a7
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You Can Help Your
Child Spiritually
U.> David lay loi Marke
What can we do for our chil-
dren in a time of spiritual crisis?
What do they need in order to be
strong and unafraid? What are
the ethical standards the times
demand? The chief responsibility
of course, must fall on parents.
Dr. Paul Weaver, chairman of
the division of philosophy and
religion at Stephens College,
stresses the need for using the
principles of religion in a prac-
tical way. Says he:
"One of our most important
responsibilities today is to keep
our children's emotional natures
at a constant temperature, so to
speak. On the physical side, na-
ture has provided the human
body with a wonderful mechan-
ism which keeps the normal body
temperature of 98.5 degrees Fah-
renheit no matter what the
weather is outside. But when an
emotional blizzard or tornado
sweeps the land, we have no such
automatic protection."
What, if anything, can we do
about it, asks Dr. Weaver. How
well are we equipped for con-
trolling emotional epidemics?
To begin with, says Dr. Weaver,
we are human beings. As such,
we have the power to develop
within the heman mind and spir-
it a• purposeful stabilizing me-
chanism that can be made to con-
trol aggressive impulses when
control is necessary and desirable,
thus presenting the outbreak of
emotional and spiritual fever the
World has so much cause to
dread.
What is the nature of this inner
stabilizer? Perhaps, suggests Dr.
Weaver, the best name for it is
charity. "Charity is the product
' (flu
Get the cash you need for any purp
ose
with a loan on your car. Prompt
attention sad immediate service.
Come in today.
ntemtate,
FINANCE CORPORATION Of KY
L,r or r • , I
PHONE 2881
Notice To The Residents Of The City
Of Princeton Regarding The
Burning Of Trash & Leaves.
No person or persons shall kindle or main-
tain a bonfire, or burn trash, lumber, leaves,
straw, or any other combustible material in any
street or alley, or on any premises or vacant lot,
unless burning be done in receptacle of one inch
mesh wire, or of metal. Please do not rake leaves
and trash into the gutters and leave them there.
Failure to comply with this ordinance will result
in the parties being fined.
S. A. Beckner
Acting chief of police.
HOW U. K. COMPARES WITH NEIGHBORS
University ge
tilt note
036,635.871
Lrurd.
Sik0158.300
Indiana
• University
•
\09, 177,767
Ohio State
University
•
*15,868,027 •
West
Virginia
University
09,113,315
UNIVEREITY OF KENTUCKY
*4,022,515 *
University 9/Tennessee
.6,875,000
The University of Kentucky will ask the next Gen-
eral Assembly for $8,127,300 for 1950-51 and $8.352,300
for 1951-52. How these figures compare with funds
already appropriated by adjoining states for their
universities Is shown on the map above. Total state
•
University of
• Virginia
appropriations, including capital outlay, are shown
for 1949-50 except for Missouri where the 1948-49 fig-
ure is used. Complete figures could not be verified.
for the University of Virginia. It the Legislature
approves the University's request, U. K. still will be
receiving less money than any of her neighbors.
of the spirit of man; it develops
in each of us according to his
spiritual capacity. And spiritual
capacity, like everything else,
needs nuturing. It is. getting far
too little of that at preseht."
Today, more than eight million
Americans are considered neu-
rotic. It is estimated 6,600,000
daily doses of sleeping drugs are
consumed in a single year, Says
Dr. Weaver. The drinking prob-
lem, too, he says is serious.
"Thousands of men and women
drink for the same reason that
thousands of others drug them-
selves to sleep — an easy means
of escape from the problems of
living . . . It is highly significant
that the only group which can
point to unquestionably good re-
sults is Alcoholics Anonymous, a
group founded upon the princi-
ples of religion—in other words,
a group organized on recognition
of the fact that the trouble is
emotional and spiritual, not phy-
sical."
These same symptoms affect
youth of America as well, asserts
Dr. Weaver. At every turn the
child today is confronted with
I llllllllll It. ttttt 11111111.1111111111.111111/111114111111111111111.111.1111111.111.
The value of good
Life Insurance
Ask a widow! Ask a boy
or girl whose education
came from a policy!
They'll tell you the real
value.
C. A. Woodall Insurance!
Phone • 2441
Representing The Equitable
Life Assurance Society Of
New York
Agency
- .) e askief a# occ/Wee—
If YOU NAT POT 81118/11
rqt1
1../
rot
0
NEVER butbsnatch .. especially from lighted hallways and stairways
Those lights protect you from falls, barked shins, bruises.
The better way is to keep spare bulbs on hand. Oct a fresh supply of
light bulbs from your dealer TODAY!
•••
U. K. Homecoming
Set For Oct. 8
Several thousand University of
Kentucky alumni are expected to
converge on Lexington Saturday,
October 8, for the school's annual
homecoming festivities, highlight
of which will be the grid battle
between Kentucky's Wildcats and
the University of Georgia's
powerful Bulldogs, it is reported.
Miss Helen King, executive sec-
retary of the Alumni Association,
said last week that plans for we!-
coming the returning graduates
and former students • now are
complete. Opening the official
celebration will be a tea dance
from 4 to 6 p. m. in the Student
Union building at which all alum-
ni will be guests of the Associa-
tion. Fntertainment will be pro-
vided by members of Alma Ma-
gna Mater, campus organization
composed of sons and daughters
of former U. K. students.
A buffet supper will begin at
6 p. m., and Miss King requests
that all alumni planning to attend
notify the campus office by Oct-
ober. 5. Homecoming guests are
invited to arrive as early as pos-
sible in order to find parking
space on or near the campus.
The grid fray with Georgia's
defending champion outfit will
begin at 8 p. m. on Stoll Field,
with Coach Bryant's Wildcats
striving to duplicate the victory
they achieved the last time the
teams met in Lexington two years
ago.
unprecedented dangers and chal-
lenges. He says:
"If we do not strengthen his
soul as well as his body, if we
do not build up in him the stab-
ilizing mechanism that will keep
him immune to this epidemic in-
security and futility, the world's
prospects are dark indeed."
What can we do to save our
children? Two things, at least. We
can give them from their baby-
hood the sense of love and se-
curity all childrin need, and we
can teach them self-discipline and
respect for others. He explains:
"These vital elements in per-
sonality cannot be separated; one
is as necessary as any other. Love
is the only profoundly creative
force the world has ever known.
P.'e must love our children and
let them know we love them.
"We need the sense of nearness
to our kind that comes from a
caress, a warm handshake, a ten-
der hug. Let us not be afraid to
express our love for our chil-
dren, but let us not confine it to
that. Love is a miracle that has
many forms; one is discipline.
"The best possible basis for
discipline, of course, is a good
example. If we as parents have
found our own spiritual and emo-
tional balance and maintain it,
the battle for our children's suc-
cess is half won.
5,000 Year Old
Home Is Discovered
Chicago — (AP) — Archaeo-
logists in New Mexico have dis-
covered what probably is the
earliest house yet found in North
America.
Dr. Paul S. Martin, leader of
the Southwest Archaeological Ex-
pedition of the Chicago Natural
History Museum, reports he has
discovered remains of an ancient
hamlet in the western part of the
State. it is believed to be the
home of prehistoric Cochise In-
dians.
"The pit house is about 5,000
years old and irregularly shap-
ed," he said. "About seven feet
below the surface, with a diameter
of about six feet, one side of the
interior has a series of Steps by
which one can descend to the low-
est level,' he wrote in his report
to the museum.
Around the walls a row of
small holes seemed to have been
used as sockets in which roof
beams were inserted. The find
was located near the expedition
camp in Pine Lawn Valley about
100 miles north of Silver City.
Another discovery revealed an
above-ground "house of mys-
tery." It was evidently occupied
as early as 950 A. D. and aban-
doned about 1100 A. D. Its mys-
tery is being studied. Many cur-
ious features confront the archa-
eologists.
Dr. Marlin said it seems to rep-
resent the first American effort
at slum clearance by moving
above ground. Now called "Leg-
gett Pueblo," it was found tuck-
ed away deep in a forest and sit-
uated on a narrow peninsula be-
tween two convergent stream
beds.
The Capitol Building in Wash-
ington, D. C., is situated on a
plateau 88 feet above the Poto-
mac River,
Weil Help You
ith Your Hock
Yes—we're trained poultry-
servicemen. Our years of ex-
perience will benefit you.
When your flock needs vacci-
nating, worming, delousing,
culling, etc., well answer your
call promptly. You'll find our
charges reason-
able. We are auth-
orized Dr. Salsbur,
service members.
WOOD DRUG STORE
PRINCETON, KY.
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AUTUMN SERENADE
.24a4sa
ORIGINALS
....matched in spirit, matched in style to your gay-
est, want-to-look-chic Fall mood. In fashion's new-
est, richest fabrics. In Rue de Rose, French Blue,
Sculpture Grey, Green Ink, Antique Brass.
Junior's
exclusively yours
wicarson
(Incorporated)
Hopkinsville
UK Names New
Department Head
Prof. Leslie I. Poste, former li-
brarian at Columbia University,
and for 10 years a staff member
at the Detroit Public Library, has
been named head of the Depart-
ment of Library Science at the
University of Kentucky. During
World War II, Prof. Peelle was li-
brary officer of the Information-
Education Staff School for the
European Theater. Later he be-
came supervisor of German li-
braries and archives in Wuerttem-
berg-Baden where his primary
task was the re-activation of the
huge University of Heidelberg li-
brary.
A n c i'e n t Greeks preferred
pitched or resinated to natural
wine, while the Romans liked to
flavor their wines with such ma-
terials as pepper, poppy, tar,
boiled sea water and chalk.
Thursday, September 29, 1949
Dead Stock
WANTED
The Kentucky Rencleriny Works will
up your dead stock promptly, free of charge
and on sanitary trucks which are disinfected
daily. We pick up horses, cows and hogs. Call
KENTUCKY RENDERING WORKS
We pay all phone charges.
Phoyle 3698 Princeton, Ky,
ROOM LOT
WALL PAPER SALE
Closing Out Remnants And Patterns Of Limited
Rollage. Sidewall And Border To Match. Ceiling
May Be Purchased, If Needed.
Papers Originally  20c To 75c
ROOM LOT SALE ONLY 5c To 25c
119 ROOMS
PATTERNS SUITABLE FOR ALL ROOMS
Quantities For Small - Medium - Large Rooms
DON'T MISS THESE GREAT VALUES SAVE MORE THAN HALF
LUGGAGE
CORNETTE'S
INCORPORATED
HOPKINSVILLE CHINA WARE
KIRCHHOFF'S
HAS
GROWN
WITH
KENTUCKY
SINCE
1873
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lace weather has been used
tobacco.
g services were held
and Sunday night. Sun-
had an attendance of
Among visitors attending
Sunday night were Mr.
airs, William Robinson, Mr.
atm Corbett Ladd, Mr. and
Maurine Meadows, Prince-
gr. and Mrs. Ralph Haile,
rule, M. and Mrs. Ralph
Cobb, Mr. and Mrs. Bill Ad-
Nosy Nina and David and
&ad )Ars. Wyatt, Friendship:
e WMS met Thursday after-
Present were Mesdames
Lilly, Zora Wilson, Leslie
Denzil Fuller, Johnnie Mc-
k, Merl Keller, Gertie
, loot Calk for •
'WORRY
0 REGRET MIK
I VISTANCE MOVING SERVICE •
'Wife CLIPPER Yen Dew, inc.*IP
nold Ligon Truck Line
Contact
JAMES D. MASHBURN
2016 Princeton, Ky.
W anon.
Mr. and Mrs. Clint Ladd and
Mrs. Zora Wilson entertained
with a weiner and marshmallow
roaat Saturday night. Chicken
and dressing, watermelon,' lem-
onade and other good foods were
also served. An enjoyable time
was bad by all around the wood
fire. Present were Mr. and Mrs.
Ernest Lacy, Mr. and Mrs. Arden
Higdon, Mr. and Mrs. Rube Dil-
lingham and Pat, Mr. and Mrs.
Leslie Ladd and Royce and Billie,
Mr. and Mrs. Denzil Fuller and
Linda, Wanda and Gary, Mr. and
Mrs. Harold P'Pool and Barbara,
Mr. and Mrs. Waylon Rogers and
Nancy and Nola Wilson.
Mr. and Mrs. Ratliff Rogers re-
cently visited Mr. and Mrs. Wal-
ter Poindexter, of Bainbridge.
Mr. and Mrs. Merl Keller and
Wayne, Mr. and Mrs. Johnnie Mc-
Cormick and Jonathan and Mrs.
Pearl Ladd recently visited Mr.
and Mrs. Elisha McCormick, in
Bowling Green.
Mr. and Mrs. Ratliff Rogers,
Mr. and Mrs. Garnett Overbey,
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Cravens and
Linda, Mr. and Mrs. Rufus Over-
bey, Mr. and Mrs. Gordon Cray-
BE WISE
BUY A HOME FIRST
Every Dollar You Put Into A Home Is Money Saved
Whether A Farm Or City Or Town Home.
SEE OUR LIST AT OUR OFFICE OR
CALL 2441
(.A. WOODALL INSURANCE AND
REAL ESTATE AGENCY
EE THE ROYAL PORTABLE
- -
USE OUR LAY-AWAY
PLAN TO PURCHASE
THE NEW GRAY
MAGIC ROYAL POR-
TABLE FOR CHRIST-
MAS-
10% Down Balance
In Weekly Or Monthly Payments Until December
15th.
HOWARD D. HAPPY CO.
704S. Main St. Hopkinsville, Ky.
...Let the car prove it!
TrY driving without shifting in the car with
the simplest automatic transmission of all
the car that gives you complete control.
Tiede through Rood and storm that
would stall any other car! You've the fint
lad only waterproof iimition system ors
"T Passenger car.
leek under the fisnelers and body, there's
Protective undercoating no other car gets
It the factory. twok at the Safety Rim wheels
THE PRINCETON LEADER, PRINCETON, KENTUCKY
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pitaluctng hum 50 to 130 bushels
of corn to the acre, lie did it,
said County Agent Troll Young,
by using marl and superphos-
phate and growing a good gram
and legume mixture.
ens recently attended a chicken
barbecue given by Pierce and
Williams Hatchery at Hopkins-
ville.
Miss Nola Wilson visited Mrs..
Gertie Cortner Sunday.
Rev. G. C. Meadows visited W-
and Mrs. Press Lilly Sunday.
Mrs. Heriry Hooper is visiting
Mrs. Otis Storms.
A revival is being conducted by
Rev. Meadows and Rev. Duese.
Honiecoming will be the fourth
Sunday in September.
Among the many out-of-corn
munity members and visitors this
week have been Mr. and Mrs. Roy
Haile, Bainbridge, Mr. and Mrs.
Garland Hart, Harmony, Mr. and
Mrs. Ralph Hart, Mr. and Mrs.
Clarence Hart and Louise and
Charles, of Cobb, Mrs. Hugh
Francis, Mrs. Myrtle Mitchell,
Mrs. Lona Dalton, of Crowtown,
Mr. and Mrs. William Robinson,
Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Ladd and
Omry Dale Meadows, Princeton,
Mrs. Lou Thomas, Indiana, Mr.
Lowell Halle and family, Mrs. Al-
igernon Newsom and Sammie,
Mr. and Mrs. Orland Newsom,
Mr. and Mrs. Stone, Mr. and Mrs.
Bill Adams and children, Miss
Odell Brummett, Mr. and Mrs.
Wyatt, Mrs. Lucille Moore and
daughter, Mr. and Mrs, Bill Win-
ters, Mr. and Mrs. Hise Hart,
Friendship, and Mr. and Mrs.
Stanley McGowan, Princeton.
Mrs. Willie Ladd, Mr. and Mrs.
Leslie Ladd visited Mr. A. L.
Ladd, Princeton, this week while
he was ill.
Mrs. Zora Wilson recently vis-
ited Miss Nola Wilson.
Mr. and Mrs. Hugh McGowan
and Don attended the State Fair
in Louisville and visited rela-
tives..
Mr. Claud Storms is up again
after suffering from a back ail-
ment.
Mrs. Alice Ladd, Mrs. Zora Wil
son and Mrs. Ethel Dunning vis-
ited Mrs. Grace Dunning recent-
ly.
Mr. Elvin Dunning recently en-
joyed a visit in Salem, Mo.
Mr. and Mrs. Otho Storms and
family have recently enjoyed a
trip to the zoo at Evansville.
Mrs. C. R. Overbey has had
some beautiful dahlias.
Mrs. Raffia Rogers had a dah-
lia with more than 20 blossoms at
one time. They were of the large,
white type.
STOMACH SUFFERERS
GET AMAZING RELIEF
The HARVEY STOMACH
TREATMENT goes further
than most stomach treatment-s
on the market today. It is made
up of four different medicines.
One of the main ingredients is
belladonna.
We guarantee this wonderful
medicine to relieve ulcer pains,
and that acid, gassy, belchy,
nervous and lack of pep feel-
ing. Compare its price with
other stomach preparations.
Start this treatment today ---
there is no need to suffer. Ask
your druggist for Harvey Tab-
lates. SOLD ONLY AT
WOOD DRUG STORE
PRINCETON, KY.
,414110ges,,eyysey.
RODEO GIRLS ARRIVE: Five young ladies, all scheduled to appear
in the forthcoming rodeo in Madison Square Garden at New York,
peer from a platform of their train at Grand Central Station. Left to
right are (bottom) Berva Dawn Sorenson, 19, Cames, Idaho; Jackie
Durham, 16, Dublin, Tex.; Barbara Hatlquist, 20, Phonix, Ariz. top
are Dorothy Huges, 25, Phoenix, and Joan Phillips, 17, Hollister,
Calif. The rodeo, an annual fixture was scheduled to open Sept. 28.
(AP Wirephoto)
By Sterling Slappey
Atlanta—Southeastern Confer-
ence football coaches think Tu-
lane and Vanderbilt will be the
best this season, but few will 'Illy
if the "Dixie Dozen" as a whole
will be stronges or weaker.
Without hesitation coaches list
the 12 teams of the Southeast in
this order: Tulane, Vanderbilt,
Tennessee, Mississippi, . Georgia,
Georgia Tech, Alabama, Kentuc-
ky, LSU, Florida, Mississippi
State and Auburn. -
However, from past experience
you can forget coaches' ratings
and name yourself a list. Chances
are you can do just as well as
the experts.'
This time last year Georgia
Tech was the glory grabber but
Georgia gobbled up everybody.
Mississippi climbed from a sub-
terranean cave in the coaches' es-
timation into second place. In fact
about the only team coaches tab-
bed correctly was Auburn. The
plainsmen were picked for last
place and they ended there.
Also last year coaches thought
the league would be at a peak.
But, frankly it wasn't. The south-
eastern was a good shade or two
lighter and slower than usual.
In numbers the league will be
stronger this time. Squads total
713 men as against about 650
last September. In that battalion
size bunch of beef are 97 players
who were pretty good perform-
ers on occasions in 1948.
Tulane and Vanderbilt — both
of whom once ruled Dixie but
suffered relapses — have the
most returning stars. Vandy's
new coach — Bill Edwards from
the professional Cleveland
BBrowns — have about 13 dread-
naughts coming back along with
a fleet of lesser weights.
Henry Frnka at Tulane, has
NEW YORKER 4-DOOR SEDAN
. . . blowouts can't throw a tire under
almost any normal driving.
See how common sense and imagination
in engineering and research make you more
comfortable. With chair-height seats. With
beautiful interiors for full size people.
Telephone your nearby Chrysler dealer
he will bring the can to your door. In
any body style, 4-door Sedan, Club Coupe,
Convertible Coupe, the powerful 8-cylinder
New Yorker will do more for you than you've
asked of any other car.
about 12. Bob Neyland, comman-
der of the third ranked team, has
about eight, but they are an extra
potent eight.
Among Tulane s top stars are
two of the best in the country—
Fullback Eddie Prire, third string
All-American last year — and
Paul Lea, all-Southeastern tackle.
Price very probably will be
the top star ,in Dixies in 1949.
Vandy should be set with ev-
erything except experience in the
T formation. Edwards switched
the Commodores from the single
wing after Red Sanders resigned
to take the UCLA job.
Such backfield men as Dead
Davidson, Joe Hicks, Herb Rich,
Bobby Berry, Jamie Wade and
Lee Nally, and. Linemen Charley
Speir, Russ Faulkinberry, Carl
Copp and Bucky Curtis, should
keep Vandy followers fairly
happy.
Knoxville, Tenn., is well ac-
customed to the rest of the south
and a good sized listening public
up east and out west jabbering
about what easy schedules the
Tennessee Vols play.
No one can say that this sea-
son. The Vols play the usual ten
games and among opponents are
North Carolina, Duke, Georgia
Tech, Vanderbilt, Alabama and
Mississippi.
Third string All-American tack-
le Norman Meseroll is back along
with Hal Littleford and W. C.
Cooper in the backfield.
For two years the Mississippi
rebels made monkeys out of the
guessers when they climbed far
higher than anyone thought they
could. So to play safe SEC coach-
es have them in fourth place and
here's a couple of reasons why—
a comparatively weak SEC
schedule and nine returning
stars.
The defending champion Geor-
gia Bulldogs should defend well
if their schedule again can help
them, Wally Butts and his south-
for-the-winter Yankee players
meet only one high ranking con-
ference team — Georgia Tech.
Sixth ranking Tech plays one
of the meanest schedules in Dix-
ie—four out of the six top teams.
Besides those the Yellow Jackets
meet Duke. If Bobby Dodd can
win seven out of ten he says he'll
be smiling.
Buried down among the lowest
six teams are some fine names
in ndtional, southern and bowl
football — Alabama, LSU and
Auburn.
However, the experts say this
isn't their year.
But watch out. SEC coaches
may know their coaching, but
their record for picking winners
would never win a bowl bid.
Try a Leader Classified Ad!
HOPKINSVILLE
w icarson
Women's Wear
Pipeline News
Harry S. Hale
Frunkle, little son of S. 11
Holt, float truck driver, want's a
.tcker spaniel. He has money
.1% ed in a bank to buy him.
Patricia (Beauty) Shumaker,
daughter of Ivan E. Shurnaker,
R/W Assistant Foreman, now has
a very small pup named Pooch.
She says he is half collie and half
spitz and wants to thank the lady
who gave it to her, but just can-
not think of her name.
M. T. "Master Mind" Stewart
and L. C. "Do or Die" Slane, of
Aetna Oil fame, are extended due
thanks from all Oklahoma Con-
tracting Company employees for
unselfish service /lad uncounted
kindnesses rendered by them and
their employees to this neighbor
company's employees.
Harlan "Sleepy" Dickerson is
back at work for Johnny "Sun-
down" Strewn, master mechanic.
He has partial use of right hand
mashed when a tractor skid fell
on it.
Ernest W. Perkins, fence man,
brother of Ace Perkins, R/W
foreman, h.as recovered fully
from right hand injured when a
tree limb he was cutting transfix-
ed it—a very painful ordeal.
Paul Halbert, vice-president,
Oklahoma construction corripany,
Dallas, Texas, visited Princeton
last week.
A. M. Ace Perkins, R/W fore-
man, says when he was a little
kid his uncle Abner Ace Yokum
headed a convict guard out in
Texas. He was sitting with the
group during a rest period and
the ranking trusty asked him
what he would like to be when
he grew up. He promptly piped
up, "I would like to be a convict
like my Uncle Ace." Hence the
lifelong nickname, Ace.
James Buchanan was the only
bachelor to become president of
the United States.
' Estill Reports Big
Lespedeza Hay Crop
A, iii ice of rain Ili July and
August gave Estill county farm-
ers one of the best lespedeza hay
crops in years, says County Agent
Fred Brockman. Yields up to iwo
tons of hay an acre have been re-
ported and a ton and half was
common.
Elmer Little of Pi vse commun
"Jubilee"
TABLEWARE
Walker's Drugs & Jewelry
Dial 3211
MEMORIALS
for
• GOOD QUALITY
• GOOD WORKMANSHIP
*GOOD VALUE
• IN GOOD TASTE
Page Five
ity baled 410 bales avelagarg
pounds a bale from 10 zo -
Korean lespedeza. The land
received two tons of limestone
500 pounds of 20 per cent phos-
phate an acre. The hay was cut
when the first blooms appearqd
and put in the barn without get-
ting wet or losing leaves, Brock-
man reported.
uziela
CABINET SINK
'Try a Leader Classified Ad!
Check every one of these features:
I. evils el steel to lost a llfetirrie
2. Ose-piete, odd-resisting porcelain eitansel top
3. Feet botk-splosh
4. linpr•ssed soap retainer
S. fluted, no tip droinbeardt
6. Swiaahig nal ying.taatet with metal
7. lig, deep, so-splash bowl
Cr011ibilifi strainer, easy to dears
t. IU.bsks assieel cabinet Sorisic, iaside sad owl
11. Ill walertabbern storage (l6.10 co. h.)
It Teter froorswkiplog dews, 'emulated sad swead-doorkarod
17. Cescosiod kluges owl posttivrecrieo torpedo <etches
17. Two *SWIM, wide, deep wed spouses Is.. pertitieead for cetiory).
classes berdwor• Ibroolhoof
U. Drawers epee 0115i1V• qql.$ty " bests me•TT (•• stkIti4
Recassod foe and harm Spica for working eau
Princeton, Kentucky
We are now handling a complete line of fertilizer manufac-
tured by Knoxville Fertilizer Co., Nashville, Tenn.
In order to be sure of getting your fertilizer promptly con-
tact us now and place your orders.
We quote you as follows, delivered at your farm with 5%
discount for cash payment.
BRANDS
Knox Pulverized 6-8-6
Knox Vegetable Special
Knox Pulverized 4-12-8
Dean's Choice
Knox Krop Special
Knox Krop Kicker
Knox Grain Grower
Knox Pulverized 0-12-12
Knox Pulverized Phosphate
Knox Alfalfa Special
Bright Burley Brand
Dark Tobacco Brand
Flora Food
Borax
Analysis 100-Lb.
Nit. A.P.A. Pot. Paper Bags
6 8 6M $47.30
5 10 5 45.70
4 12 8 46.50
4 12 4 43.00
3 9 6 38.60
2 12 6 38.60
O 14 7 35.90
O 12 12 38.50
O 20 0 30.80
2 12 12 46.00
3 9 6 43.40
3 9 6 42.90
WE OFFER YOU WEST KENTUCKY'S MOST COMPLETE STOCK
OF FEED TO CHOOSE FROM AT PRICES YOU CAN AFFORD TO
PAY. STOP IN TODAY AND LET US SHOW YOU HOW YOU CAN
GET MORE PROFIT FROM YOUR FEED DOLLAR.
BRING US YOUR CORN AND LET US MAKE YOUR DAIRY FEED,
YOUR HOG FEEDS AND YOUR POULTRY FEEDS. USE YOUR OWN
GRAIN AND SAVE MONEY.
WE WILL BUY YOUR WHEAT, CORN AND SOYBEANS.
DAY PHONE 2071
Princeton, Kentucky
NIGHT 3356
PRINCETON MILLS
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Walked
I walked a mile with Pleasure
And she chatted all the way,
But I was none the wiser
For all she had to say.
"I walked a mile with Sorrow
And ne'er a word said she,
But oh, the things I learned from
Sorrow
Whe.i Sol.ow walked with me."
Mrs. Barnett Hostess
To Two Bridge Parties
Mrs. Hillery Barnett entertain-
ed with a seven-table dessert-
bridge party at her home on West
Market street • Tuesday night,
September 20. Guests were Mes-
dames Lee Cardin, C. B. Mead-
ows, Harry Long, Tom Butter-
more, Will Loftus, May Neel,
Lala Barnett, C. F. Engelhardt,
Jack Alexander, Paul Cunning-
ham, Frank Craig, Arney T.
Rawls, John Loftus, R. S. Greg-
ory, Bert Keeney, Josephine
Moore, B. G. Moore, Jim Walker
and Grace Haydon; Misses Dixie
Lois Jacobs, Myrtle Nichols,
Berdie Nichols, Wilma Vandiver,
Pamelia Gordon, Audie Green,
Robert Lee Beck and Virginia
Hodge.
First prize was won by Mrs.
C. B. Meadows; second, by Mrs.
May Neel and bing, by Miss
Pamelia Gordon.
On Thursday night, Sept. 22,
Mrs. Barnett was also hostess to
another seven - table dessert-
bridge.
Guests were Mesdames Hewlett
Morgan, Frederick Stallins, Stan-
ley Sharp, Billy McElroy, T. J.
Simmons, Jim Shrewsbury, Rich-
ard Morgan, James McCaslin,
Thomas Lacey, Edward F. Pitke,
Point Pleasant, W. Va.; Conway
Lacey, J i m Walker, Willard
Moore, C. H. Jaggers, William
Childress, Cooper Crider, Wil-
liam McCaslin, Maytie Jones, Gor-
don Glenn, John Morgan, James
Mrs. Wood Hostess
To UDC Meeting
The Tom Johnson Chapter,
United Daughters of Confederacy,
held its first meeting of the year
at the home of Mrs. Claude Wood
Linwood Farm, Route 3, Satur-
day, Sept. 24, at 2:15 p. m.
Mrs. S. 0. Catlett gave a re-
view of the book, The Bride of
Fortune," by Harvett T. Cane.
Delegates to the State convention
to be held in Murray in October
also were named.
Present were Mesdames J. S.
Williams, Ed McLin, G. R. New-
man, Emery Dobbins, C. E. Gad-
die, Sallie P. Catlett, Joe Callen-
dar, R. M. Pool, J. L. Walker, K.
L. Barnes and S. 0. Catlett; Misses
Mary Duncie Hodge, Minnie Crow-
der, Virginia Hodge, Robert Lee
Beck and Miss Margie Amon,
president.
Mesdames A. P. Cook and C. E.
Gaddie and Miss Margie Amos
were chosen as delegates ' to re-
present the national U.D.C. con-
vention to be held in New Orleans
in November.
A dessert course was served by
the hostess.
Rose and Garden Club
To Meet October 6
The Princeton Rose and Garden
Club will meet Thursday, Oct-
ober 6, at 7:30 p. m., at George
Coon Library. There will be a re-
port by the, nominating committee
and election of officers. Mem-
bers are invited to bring a speci-
men dahlia and an arrangement
of fall flowers.
Landis, Howard McGough, C. C.
Bishop, Ralph Randolph and B.
K. Amos; Misses Mary Loftus,
Vergie Barnett and Carwin Cash.
First prize was won by Mrs.
James McCaslin; second, Mrs.
William McCaslin and bingo,
Mrs. Hewlett Morgan. ,
,70/13Th COFFEL7.
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BREAKFAST-'
AT YOUR
FAVORITE 6R00-ill'
ENJOY BETTER MEALS WITH
Sunbeam Pad
AND PARKER HOUSE COFFEE
rune in 820 on your dial (if•A 104.1)8 a.m. to 9 a m."Breakfast at Eight.'
Sunday School Classes
Have Weiner Roast
The Junior, Junior High and
Senior groups of the Sunday
School classes of the Central Pres-
byterian Church entertained last
Thursday night, Sept. 25, with a
Weiner roast at Hayes Spring.
Chaperones were Mesdames Wil-
liam Pickering, John Wisdom,
Allene Akin, L. C. Lisman and
Mr. Billy Nichols.
Leader Congratulates
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Glenn
Morgan, Washington street, on
the birth of a son, Robert Gary,
at Princeton Hospital, September
23. The baby weighed seven and
one-fourth pounds.
• • •
Mr. and Mrs. James Wadlington,
Kuttawa, on the birth of a son,
William Dennis, at Princeton
Hospital, September 23. Mr. J.
C. Black, Kuttawa, and Mrs. J.
B. Wadlington, Princeton, are
grandparents.
Mrs. W. C. Sparks returned
Wednesday from Louisville,
where she spent several days.
• • a
Miss 011iS Youngblood, May-
field, spent one day last week
with Mr. and Mrs. Melvin Fralick
• • •
Mr. and Mrs. Melvin Fralick
were Sunday visitors in Hopkins-
ville.
• • •
Mrs. Charles S. Beeler has re-
turned to her ,home in Lafayette,
Ind., after a visit with her sister,
Mrs. Warren S. Catlett and family,
S. Seminary street.
• • •
Mr. and Mrs. R. C. Gary, Hop-
kinsville, visited their daughter,
Mrs. Richard Morgan, and little
grandson, Robert Gary, here Sun-
day.
Miss Marya azageth Mills, En-
glish instructor at Butler High
School, spent last week-end in
Nashville, Tenn.
• • •
Mr. and Mrs. Urey Barber
Chambers, Lubbock, Tex., are
visiting his mother, Mrs. Calcie
Chambers, Franklin street, Mr.
and Mrs. Ralph Randolph, Wash-
ington street, and other relatives.
• • •
Miss Betty Jo Linton has re-
sumed her studies at Agnes Scott
College, Atlanta, Ga., after spend-
ing the summer with her parents,
Dr. and Mrs. F. T. Linton,Locust
street.
• • •
Miss Mary Dancie Hodge,
Owensboro, spent last week-end
with her father, Mr. S. D. Hodge,
and sister, Miss Virginia Hodge,
N. Seminary street.
• • •
Mrs. Arthur McGough, Stan-
ford, is visiting relatives here this
week.
* • 4.
Mr. and Mrs. Smith Broadbent,
Jr., of Cobb, were visitors here
Monday night.
* * *
Miss Rosa Nell Wood, Marion,
visited friends here Sunday.
We Know That QUALITY
Is The Power Of The Drug
That's why we never sacrifice quality.
Have your doctor leave your prescrip-
tions with us.
WE HAVE BEEN TRUSTED WITH OVER
133,739
* SICKROOM
SUPPLIES WHO FILLS
Buy yoiir sickroom supplies where 7, ou
have your prescriptions faled.We carry
• complete stock of quality merchan-
dise at reasonable prices. Your order
will receive the prompt service that •
prescription receives. Try as.
We via ANA ree.criplio• Clmenicale
YOUR
PRESCRIPTIONS?
Corner Drug Store
Telephone 3404 Princeton, Ky.
&ND SHE CAN SHOOT A 75, TOO: Marlene Bauer (left), 15, Los
Angeles, Calif., tries a practice putt at Prince Georges country club
in Landover, Md., with aid of her sister, Alice, 21. Marlene, a semi-
finalist in the Women's National Amateur in Philadelphia last week,
shot a 75 in first round of Women's National Open golf tourney. Alice
carded an 81. (AP Wirephoto)
At The Churches
PENTECOSTAL HOLINESS
Old Madisonville Road, Rev
William E. Cunningham, pastor
Sunday School 9:45 a.m.
Morning Worship 11:00 a.m.
Young People's Service 6:00
p.m.
hvangelistic Service 7:30 p.m.
Wednesday evening prayer
iervioe 7:00 p.m.
Saturday, Evangelistic service
7:00 p.m.
Youth Fellowship, 6 p.m.
7:30 Evening Worship.
Morning Worship, 11 a.m.
CENTRAL PRESBYTERIAN
SUNDAY
9:45 o'clock, Sunday School
WEDNESDAY
7:30 o'clock, Midweek Service
8:15 o'clock, Choir Practice
OGDEN METHODIST
Rev. Joseph H. Callender, Pastor
Church School, 8:45 o'clock
Morning Worship, 10:45 o'clock
Methodist Youth Fellowship,
8 o'clock
Evening Worship, 7:30 o'clock
Wednesday Evening Service, 7
o'clock
FIRST BAPTIST
H. G. M. Hatler, Pastor.
9:45 a.m. Sunday School
10:50 a.m. Morning Service
6:45 p.m. Training Union.
LEBANON BAPTIST
(Rev. Z. Cannon, pastor)
Services held every secon I
Saturday night at 7:30 o'cloi
Ind Sunday morning at II
ST. PAUL'S CATHOLIC,
PRINCETON
CHURCH OF THE IMMACU-
LATE CONCEPTION, EARL-
INGTON
First, third and fifth Sundays,
Mass at 8 o'clock.
Second and fourth Sundays,
Mass at 10 o'clock.
Holy Days, Mass at 7 o'clock.
OUT WOOD VETERAN'S HOS-
PITAL CHAPEL
First, third and fifth Sundays,
Mass at 10:30 o'clock.
Second and fourth Sundays,
Mass at 8 o'clock.
Holy Days, Mass at 9 o'clock
Rev. William Borntraeger is
Miss Prudence Polk, Nashville,
Tenn., is visiting her sister, Mrs.
Dique Eldred, and Mr. Eldred, W.
Main street.
• • •
Mr. and Mrs. Rumsey Taylor
left Friday for Chattanooga
Tenn., Atlanta, Ga., and points on
the Mississippi Gulf Coast. They
win be gone about ten days.
I They saw the Georgia Tech-Van-
derbilt game in Atlanta Saturday.
• a •
Mrs. E. B. Vinson, Sr., Mrs.
Nola Guess and Mr. Mack Vinson
are visiting Mr. and Mrs. Lax
Vinson in Chicago.
• • •
Mesdames William S. Rice,
Frank T. Linton, Frank Wood and
Miss Angeline Henry spent Fri-
day in Evansville.
• • •
Mr. and Mrs. Howard McGough
and Mr. J. W. McGough spent
last week-end with Mr. and Mrs.
Arthur McGough, in Stanford.
• • •
Mr. and Mrs. Iley McGough
have returned from a 10 days'
visit to relatives in Falls City,
Neb.
Mrs. T. L. TslitScheS11 has return-
ed to her home here after a busi-
ness trip to Springfield, Mo.
• • •
Mesdames Billy McElroy, Stan-
ley Sharp and John Morgan spent
(Wednevalay In (Madisonville,
where they played golf at the
Madisonville Country Club. They
were guests of Mrs James Dollar.
Mr. and Mr*. Jim Walker, Mrs.
Hewlett Morgan and Bill Morgan
spent Monday in Evansville.
Deaths & Funerals
James W. McDaniels
Funeral services for James
William McDaniels, 96, who died
at the home of his son, James
Wesley McDaniels, in Mansfield,
Ohio, September 19, were held
Friday, Sept. 23, at Morgan's Fun-
eral Home by the Rev. J. T.
Cunningham.
Born in Ray county, Mo., in
1857, Mr. McDaniels married
Lucy Catherine Fraley of this
county in 1885. She preceded him
in death several years ago.
Other savivors Eire three sons,
Hubert Samuels, St. Louis, Mo,,
and John Richard and Cordie
Cook McDaniels, both of Prince-
ton.
Mr. McDaniels has been a mem-
ber of the Flatrock Presbyterian
Church the last 30 years.
Burial was in Livingston ceme-
tery, Caldwell County.
pastor and Rev. Richard Clem-
ents, assistant pastor, at these
three churches.
The United States has had only
one president of Swiss extraction.
He was Herbert Hoover.
Homemakers News
Benthany
Bethany lioinemakei s met Sep-
tember 16 at the home of Mrs.
Leo Coleman.
The meeting was called to order
by the president, Mrs. Clarenct
Nichols. The major lesson, "Style
Trends," was given by the cloth-
ing leader, Mrs. Coleman, assisted
by Miss Maxine Garrigan. The
major project, " Good Groom-
was also given by Mrs. Cole-
man.
Present were Mesdames Nichols,
Elmer Jenkins, Willis Traylor,
and the hostess. Visitors were Mrs.
Betty Goodaker, Mrs. Myrtle An-
gel, Leroy Angel and Billy Nich-
los.
Cedar Bluff
Mrs. Herbert Williams, leader
in style trends, told Cedar Bluff
Homemakers September 8 at the
home of Mrs. Huel Nuckols that
skirts could be slim and slightly
shorter than in 1948, with bodices
fitted. She also said that tweeds
were very good, plaids were pop-
ular, and that skirts, velvet and
velveteens are being widely used
for dress-up wear.
Others present were Mesdames
W. C. Fike, Tula Goodwin, An-
drew Ladd, 'ally Choice, Stanley
McGowan, BM Willis, Mrs. Aaron
Cummins and home agents.
Misses Vandiver and Garrigan.
Crider
"Wearable clothes," with inter-
esting fabrics, details of constru-
ction and varied accessories to
add life and zest to the costume,
are the order of the day," said
Mrs. William Coleman and Mrs.
Leslie Bright, clothing leaders, to
Crider Homemakers when the
club met at the home of Mrs. W.
P. Spickard Wednesday, Septem-
ber 21.
The club voted to meet with
Mrs. Dolph Williamson Tuesday,
Oct. 18.
Present were Mesdames Wil-
liam Coleman, Clifton Clift, Ralph
Griffin, Floyd Funbar, Argel Nel-
son, J. B. Hewlett, Harlan Ennis,
J. C. Myers, Raymond Phelps, W.
P. Spickard, Dolph Williamson,
Leslie Bright; Misses Grace
Adamson, Nell Guess and the
home agents, Vandiver and Garri-
gan.
Visitors were Mesdames Warn-
er Adamson, Press Adamson, Jr.,
Wilson Glenn and Burch Bray;
Misses Mildred Adamson, Peggy
Hewelett.
Eddy Creek Club
The Eddy Creek Homemakers
Club will meet with Mrs. D. W.
Satterfield, Sept. 29, 1:30 p. m.
Otter Pond
Eighty Per cent of the members
of Otter Pond Homemakers Club
were present when it began its
new year at the home of Mrs.
Ray Martin, with Mrs. L. B. Sims
and Miss Robbie Burns, as co-hos-
tesses.
Five members had perfect at-
tendance for the last year, it was
reported. They were Mrs. Ray
Martin, Mrs. Lee Mashburn, Mrs.
L. B. Sims, Dr., Mrs. Collin Ladd
and Miss Robbie Sims.
Style trends were discussed by
Mrs. Lee Mashburn and Miss
Maxine Garrigan, assistant home
agent.
Mrs. W. P. Crawford explained
to the group thet this was the
time to plant bulbs for early
spring flowers. ,
Mrs. Kelley Martin led the
group in games and songs.
Present were Mesdames Ram-
ey, Johnston Ferd Waldington,
Jim Mitchell, Moseoe Mitchell,
Jim Reece, Kelley Martin, Hy-
land Mitchell, Collin Ladd, Ray-
mond, Stroube, Bernice Jones,
William Crawford, L. B. Sims,
Sr., Lee Mashburn, Homer Mit-
chell, H. C. McConnell, L. B. Sims
Jr., Guy Shoulders, Jimmy Mit-
chell, Thomas White, Albert Har-
tigan and Ray B. Martin; Misses
Robbie Sims and Irene Mashburn.
Visitors were Mesdames Leo-
nard Travis J. C. Travis and Wil-
lis K. Crawford; Miss Wilma
Vandiver and Maxine Carrigan.
Homemakers Training
School
Miss Vivian Curnutt, Home
Furnishings Specialist, of the
University of Kentucky, will give
a lesson on "Cdtid
Frames" in the M
Thursday, Oct. 6, Irak
to 3:00 Pm.
This leason will heproject in all h..
during Octoberi
Wilma Vandivei,
stration Agent.
Each club is expectedtwo home furnishing Isi44
Homemaker Recomm%
Furniture Treat,
Mrs. Mallory '1
county says she hai.
ed to many friends
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look ahead to winter..
with a
casual coat
printzess
Yo-u'll look forward to winter weather so you can wear
your new Printzess casual. Every time you wear if,
you'll be proud of its fine tailoring, its exquisite lines.
And you can be certain it will give you long
wearing pleasure, for Printzess' far sighted fashions
ass smart today and designed for a happy fashion
future. Ours alone. Misses' and women's sixes.
About $65.00
The exclusive Ladies' Store
Hopkinsville
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Kentuckians Would
mend Health Bill
Vi'asitington, 1 1 C.,.—Ketito‘ky
Senators Virgil M. Chapman and
Ciarrett L. Withers are among the
;0-sponsors of a bill which would
amend the Public Health Service
Act to authorize assistance to
States and political sub-divisions
in the development and mainten-
awe of local public health units.
The bill has passed the Senate
arid has been referred to the
House Committee of Interstate
and Foreign Commerce.
Enactment of the bill, its spon-
sors maintain, would result ulti-
mately in a full-time health unit
,n every county in the United
States.
Testimony before the Senate
Committee on Labor and Public
Welfare, which reported the bill,
lndicated that there are approxi-
mately 1,400 counties in the
(laded States, having about 40,-
000,000 people to whom full-time
local health service in not avail-
able.
In reporting the bill the Com-
mittee pointed out also that on
Joe 30, 1948, when the minimum
staffing standards approved by
the American Public Health As-
sociation were applied to the 1,688
counties that now have 11111-time
'At. NTS 505
Clipper
.:sC. DISTANCE Movies
Arnold Ligon Truck Line
Contact
JAMES D. MASHBURN
?lone ?flIC Princeton, Ky.
s
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Civilian Government
For little Guam
VISHrNSE.y AND BEV SEE: ritain's foreign secretary inest Sevin (left)
and Russia's foreign minister Andrei Y. Vishinsky (right) have big smiles for each other as they lean
across the aisle at the United Nations general assembly at Flushing Meadows, New York, after an-
nouncement of atomic explosion in Russia. Vishinsky, later addressing the assembly, called on the bigfive power to conclude a peace pact among them selves but made no mention of the explosion. (AP
Wirephoto)
local health service, it was found
that only 805 counties mat mini-
mum standards as to number of
public health physicians. Only
233 of these counties were found
to have enough public-health
nurses, and only 853 had sufficient
sanitation personnel.
Organizations which have en-
dorsed the bill include the Na-
tional Congress of Parents and
Teachers, the American Medical
Association, the National Found-
ation for Infantile Paralysis, the
American Farm Bureau Federa-
..11,1,110orailltlitItION1M/10111111111.1401111.6111.1.1.11W0101..10.111.1.4n
FALL SPECIALS!
GAS HEATERS —12,000 BTU—$ 5.45
16,000 BTU—$10.65
35,000 BTU—$34.95
Storm Windows Wood Frames
20 x 471/2—$2.69
26 x 551/2—$3.93
KOLK-KORD WEATHER STRIPPING
60-Ft. Roll —85c
Flannelette Gown — $1.29
SEARS ORDER OFFICE
107 W. Court Square Phone 2048
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CONTEST
State Fisheries To
Receive Federal Aid
Frankfort— Between $50,000
and $60,000 will be available from
the Federal Government for Ken-
tucky fisheries work under pro-
visions of the Dingell- Johnson
bill which was given final appro-
val on September 22. This sum
will be augmented by State funds
at the rate of $1 to every $4 and
all funds will be expended for
work in fish research, the Divi-
on of Game and Fish announced
today.
The Dingell-Johnson bill is
similar to the Pittman-Robertson
setup which has channeled hun-
dreds of thousands of dollars into
Kentucky for wildlife preserva-
tion work in the past five years.
The Federal money will be col-
lected from the present 11 per
cent tax on fishing tackle and
will be available only to those
states which devote their entire
revenue from the sale of fishing
license to fish improvement work.
Kentucky automatically qualifies
under this provision since the in-
augration of Civil Service in the
Division of Game and Fish.
Formerly this money was col-
lected by the gereral treasurer.
Under the Dingell-Johnson bill
the fund will be earmarked for
fisheries work and will be ex-
pendable under the direction of
Secretary of Interior and through
the channels of the U. S. Fish and
Wildlife Service.
Earl Wallace, Director of the
Division of Game and Fish, said
tion, the Federation of Women's
Clubs, the Young Men's Christian
Association International Council
and others.
PARKAY MARGARINE'S
'50,000 CONTEST
I CARRY A FULL LINE OF KRAFT'S FOOD PRODUCTS . 35c Lb.
Pepsodent Paste and Brush, $1 Value  for only 69c
Cun Flour Meal  5-Lb. Bag 20c
Sun Flour, Self-Rising or Plain  5-Lb. Bag 38c
I also have MOTHER'S BEST FLOUR. With each 10-lb. bag, you
yet a nice Red Glass, and if you bring the Post Card sent you by
MOTHER'S BEST FLOUR CO., it is worth 25c payment on Flour..
All Popular Brands Of Soap Powders  At 26c
FRESH FRUITS AND VEGETABLES
When you get your Post Card of AJAX CLEANSER, bring them
to me and get 10c Value on two cans of AJAX
Good Face Soap
Campbell's Green Pea Soup, 10 1-2-oz. net weight  5c
You Buy One 50c Jar Jergen's Lotion And Get A Large Jar
Per Cake 5c
FREE
ALASKA PINK SALMON  1-Lb. Can 40c
WEEK-END MEAT SPECIAL!
PORK CHOPS 
HAMBURGER
BEEF ROAST
ROUND STEAK
FRESH DRESSED FRYERS
 
Per Pound 53c
Per Pound 35c
Per Pound 45c
Per Pound 50c
Each $1.25
THESE ARE JUST A FEW ITEMS THAT I CARRY
(These Are Cash Prices)
R. B. WILLIAMS GROCERY
311 Akers Ave. Telephone 3125
More Corn Where
Tile Drains Land
As a result of tile drainage,
Fred May of Magoffin County
told County Agent Prichard King
he expects to pick 60 bushels of
corn an acre on land that ordi-
narily produces only two to three
bushels. About 10,000 feet of tile
have been instalied in the coun-
ty this year and last.
To demonstrate possibilities in
better pastures, a 16-acre field has
been worked up, treated with
lime and other soil
-builders and
seeded to a grass mixture.
Kentucky's setup to handle pro-
jects in this state is being per-
fected right now and will be in
Position to take advantage of the
funds as soon as they are availa-
ble.
Under the direction of Minor
Clark, Superintendent of Fisher-
ies, projects will be formulated
to study the fish populations in
the lakes and streams and to de-
termine the effect of the ab-
sence of each species on another
species and their relationship on
good fishing. Another project will
determine how out-of-balance
populations can be corrected by
the application of chemicals, sein-
ing Cr trapping the detrimental
species. A project on farm ponds
also will be established. Efforts
will be made to determine if ad-
ditional species may be successful-
ly used in pond stacking and a
study of water conditions in these
ponds will be made, is to the fer-
tility and chemical content of
the water.
Here Now - - for Fall!
$19.98 To $47.50
Key costume of your
Fall wardrobe... to
love and wear from A.M.
to I'. M. Here now—in
a fashion - sparkling col-
lection ot tweeds, gabar-
dines . . . worsteds. Ex-
citingly styled with slim.
slim skirts . . . straight
or belted - and - bloused
back jackets. In a glow-
ing array of Autumn
tones. Come in today.
Purdy's
By Clarke Beach
WASHINGTON—Giving little
Guam a civilien government isn't
proving so easy as the administra-
tion had hoped.
President Truman, by' executive
order, directed recently that con-
trol of the Western Pacific Island
be transferred from the Navy to
the Interior Department July I,
1050. He appointed a civilian
governor, Carlton Skinner, to re-
place the retiring naval comman-
der, Rear Adm. Charles A. Pown-
all.
The Interior Secretary Krug
asked Congress for $715,000 to
hire civilians to replace Navy and
Marine Corps personnel and in
other ways to create a civiiiian
establishment which would he
ready to operate when the Navy
withdraws.
But the House Appropriations
Commniittee turned down the re-
quest for funds. And when the
Senate Appropriations Committee
received the request Chairman
McKeller (D. Tenn.) and several
other members firmly opposed
providing the money at this time.
The legislators' main abjection
was that Congress should first act
on pending "organic" legislation
for the island, defining its citi-
zens' rights and duties and author-
izing a civilian government.
If the money isn't provided the
new governor will just have to
get along with the Navy funds
now available and a completely
civilian government will have to
be put off until Congress acts.
Skinner himself will technically
be a Navy employe until July 1.
He is now director of information
(public relations) of the Interior
Department and special assistant
to Secretary Krug.
Some senators and congressmen
remarked that they thought they'd
better take a trip out to Guam be-
fore they decide anything. A
group of legislators did visit
the island in 1947, accompanying
Secretary Krug on a tour: It was
then that Krug urged that Guam
be given a civilarf form of govern-
ment.
No one has questioned the
President's right to effect the
transfer through executive order.
It was by executive order that
President McKinley in 1898 set up
the government of Guam under
Navy control.
The Navy is perfectly willing to
relinquish its authority on Guam
providing nothing is done to in-
GEOrassiA PEACH WEDS: Ty Cobb, the former baseball star and
Hall of Fame immortal, poses Saturday at Buffalo, N. Y., with his
bride, the former Mrs. Frances Caas, after their marriage. Honeymoon
plans? The World Series of course. (AP Wirephoto.
terfere with the building and
operation of its bases there. The
Navy and Interior Department
worked jointly on a draft of pro-
posed legislation which woould set
up a civilan government by con-
gressional action.
The administration's haste in
preparing for the shift of control
in July can be explained on diplo-
matic grounds. Little Guam has
become a source of embarrass-
ment to U. S. representatives in
the United Nations and other in-
ternational bodies. American del-
egates talk against other count-
ries' exercising military control of
subject peoples, yet the U. S. has
presisted in keeping the 26,223
natives of Guam under the com-
mand of naval officers.
America promised 51 years ago
in the Treaty of Paris, which end-
ed the war with Spain, to define
the civil rights of Gumanians.
This it has never done. Their
rights now are whatever the mili-
tary governor of administration
in Washington says they are.
And America contracted in the
United Nations Charter (Chapter
XI, Article 73):
"To develop self government, to
take due account of the political
aspirations of the peoples, and to
assist them in the progressive de-
velopment of their free political
institutions; according to the par-
ticulas circumstances of each ter-
ritory and its peoples and their
varying stages of advancement, ."
U. K. Building Named
For Dean Taylor
The University of Kentucky
Building has been named the
William S. Taylor Education
Building in honor of Dr. Taylor,
dean of the Education College for
26 years until his death last
month. University trustees gave
their unanimous approval to the
renaming of the building last
Page Seven
STOWAWAYS WORK
ITALIANS
Genoa— (AP) —Italian author-
ities are concerned over the in-
creasing number of stowaways
who want to seek their fortune
in faroff lands.
Port officials reported recently
that three Italian ships recently
returned a total of 36 ouch clan-
destine Italian emigrants, mostly
from South America. Most of the
Stowaways a r e unemployed
youths who try to go to Latin
America. If they are not discov-
ered aboard ship they are caught
at the ports and returned.
Recently one ambitious youth
made his way to Barcelona, Spain,
in the hopes of making it easier
to get aboard a South America-
bound boat. ,He was caught by
Spanish police and returned to
Italy.
LIKES 215 CLOVER
Tom Mackey and J. J. Richard-
son of Jessamine county will
harvest 65 bushels of 215 red
clover seed this fall from a pro-
ject that started five years ago
with one bushel of certified seed.
Mr. Mackey believes this to ,be
the best strain of red clover he
has grown, according to County
Agent C. C. Routt.
week. In recommending the act-
ion, President H. L. Donovan re-
ferred to Dean Taylor as "one of
the nation's most distinguished
leaders in the field of education."
The building houses all offices
and classrooms of the College of
Education and the University
school.
BE ON THE
SAFE SIDE!
The property you call your own might prove to
be a nightmare, without proper financial pro-
tection.
Why Pay The Penalty
Of Neglect. Be Sure . . .
Insure.
Busch Cummins, Insurance
106 East Court Square Phone 2825
Princeton, Kentucky
They capture the heart of *very campus queen
love of young careerists, too. They're Connie Lo-Hstelers... the smoothest, smartest, lightest, brightest
little shoes ever to catch a volue•seeker's "aye". They're buckled and banded, they're sued* or calfskin
...they come in colors to please your every whim. Their prices?... so low you con afford SEVERAL pairs.
PRINCETON SHOE CO.
"FINE SHOES FITTED BY X-RAY"
By Sherry Bowen
AP Newsfeatures Writer
New York — Suppose you tried
to translate the Bible into a lan-
guage in which you could find
no word for "love".
That was the problem one man
faced, says Miss Margaret Hills,
librarian of the American Bible
Society. He finally heard a moth-
er use a word when she talked to
her child. She said, "This is the
word I use when I mean that I
care so much for this little girl
You should have the
same kind of confidence
in your insurance agent
that you have in your
doctor or lawyer. All 3
offer their knowledge to
protect you and your in-
terests.
MARK CUNNINGHAM
COMPLETE INSURANCE SERVICE
III WIISI MIAOW 51
of mine that when I think of
what is going to befall her when
she grows up it hurts me." He had
found his word. It ineant, literal-
ly, "To care so much it hurts."
And how would you translate
the vines of the Bible in a land
where vines are .useless? In one
language "tasting death" would
mean "chewing a corpse." In an-
other "wi,11 of the flesh" denotes
a prostitute. In another, a word
in one tone means 'to laugh."
When another tone is used it
means "to weep."
The man who first writes the
Bible in a language has one of
the hardest tasks in the world,
says Dr. Eugene A. Nide, the
Bible Society secretary for ver-
sions. "He is handling the very
souls of his fellow men."
Some people have no food
made of wheat. Thus "Give us
this day our daily bread" would
have no meaning. Dr. Nida says
ancient Greeks lay down to eat.
In the Greek text people "recline
Prescriptions A
Specialty
Walker's Drugs & Jewelry
Dial 3211
When In Hopkinsville
Make
Wood's Drug Store
Your Shopping Center
Air Conditioned, Comfortable Chairs,
Friendly Atmotphere
Always Visit Lis When In Town
Wood's Drug Store
Phone 7 Hopkinsville
I rTHAS /5 OUR POLICY
, AND PR/DE —
I 'OUR 1:34TROAIS MUST
BE SATISFIED /1,
,
411
N
MULEHIDE CORDUROY SHINGLES 
I 
$7.50 per sq.
1.1 e
,..,
• 
4‘.
MULEHIDE ROOF COATING, 5 gal. lots 75c per gal.
CASELN PAINT 279 per gal.
ASPHALT TILE, 9x9 blocks, each Sc up
WALLPAPER, per single roll 12 ,4e up
STANDARD ROCK WOOL BATTS, per foot 6V4c
If phone no. 2080 will
flhi call this office by Sat-
urday noon they will
receive 1 qt. of War-
ren's 4-hr. Enamel.
SPECIAL
UTILITY SIIEATING, per hundred board feet ...$4.50
This dry and dressed lumber in pine and hardwoods
.....,---
...._ ....r:71:— .. • Tv T-- T-ir:
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ENDURANCE FLIERS AIM FOR NEW RECORD: Supplies of gasoline are handed up in cans from the
refueling car to Pilots Bob Woodhouse and Woody Jongerward who are making an attempt to break the
world endurance flying record of 1,008 hours in their plane at Yuma, Ariz. Last week they had been in
the air 622 hours. The plane is named "City of Yuma." (AP Wirephoto)
to eat." The English text says they
"sat down to eat." In the same
way texts must gain meaning
from the life of the people. Some-
times they have no beds, no
chairs. Thus, in some cases, the
throne of God becomes a "stool."
In one tribe men sit on stools, but
rest their feet on sticks. And
"God's footstool" becomes "God's
footstick."
Last year, the American Bible
Society had almost 10 million
Bibles and parts of Bibles print-
ed, says Dr. Eric M. North, the
secretary. The society works with
the United Bible Societies in
which 24 groups from all over the
world distributed 17,508,464 Bi-
bles and parts of Bibles. The so-
ciety also works with 40 denom-
inations in America. Church
missionaries use society book.
Church funds help the society,
Church re. n do much of the
translating.
Th.. • •
. inost important work of the
society is not at Bible House on
Park Avenue here, says Dr.
North. Nor is it found in other
Bible Houses in many cities of
the world. "The major work is
done where the man without the
Scripture is met by the man with
the Scriptures."
That meeting may come on the
frozen tundra north of the Arctic
Circle. It may be in .the rain and
heat of the Jungle or among the
towering peaks of the Andes. It
may be in the streets and offices
of great cities or between the
corn or cotton rows on the farm.
But for those meetings to take
place there must be the books. It
Shades of the'
Showboat Days!
Lovely PRIM nylons
In fashionable new colors
to add an elegant touch
to your Spring wardrobe.
Sula & Eliza Nall
Club House Possible
Through Cooperation
The thriving farming commun-
ity of Steels Creek in Gallatin
county has an attractive club
house due to the cooperation of
the Fiscal Court, the local 4-H
club, the homemakers club and of
other adult leaders, relates Miss
Jewell Wilson, home demonstra-
tion agent.
Formerly a one-room school
bouse, the building was deeded to
the 4-H club upon consolidation
of rural schools in the county.
Renovation started in the fall of
1947 when 4-Hers and their lead-
ers painted the exterior. Next was
the wiring of the building for
electricity, the young people pay-
ing their share with funds raised
at an icecream social. Then came
the painting of the interior. Old
b*nelOs an chairs were painted
by the homemakers, husbands
having repaired them. Present
plans for the light, inviting room
were completed with the hang-
ing of cream window shades and
floral draperies.
Future plans of the homemak-
ers club of 14 members include
providing equipment for serving
refreshments, sanding and re-
finishing the floor and buying ad-
ditional chairs.
may be a translation of one of
the Gospels or just the Sermon on
the Mount.
In some cases, salesmen from
the society are in the field long
before missions are there. In oth-
er cases faith comes only after
men have read their Bibles for
themsclves in their own language.
Hence the need for translations.
Some part of the Bible has been
translated into 1,108 languages.
These languages are used by nine
tenths of the people of the world,
says Miss Hill.
But there is still much work to
be done. Most people in the world
have never heard that there is a
published Word of God, she says.
And there are still about 1,000
languages which do not have
Bibles and in which they may
some day be printed. Some part
of the Bible is put into about 10
new languages a year.
Another vital part of the work
is to teach people to read so that
they can read their Bibles once
they are in print, says Miss Hill.
And of the 1,108 languages in
which the Bible has been trans-
lated, most were first written
down for the Bible. Thus, she
sees one phase of the work as
making men more modern. They
are given a written language and
taught to read it.
',And the Bible in print is a
machine product," says Dr.
North. "Often we try to take it
to countries where people are
primitive or whose economy is
farm centered. It can have a fabu-
lous cost for a man who never
sees more than $70 a year."
A U. S.' navy pilot when he is
ready to step into his plane may
have 40 pounds of clothing and
gear on him.
Between 1932 and 1944, Army
never was able to defeat Notre
Dame in their annual football
series.
---- • ---
FIERCE BRAWL ATTRACTS CROWD TO PURINA STORE
CAN'T SEE
WHO'S
WINNING MIKE&IKE
ARE SWGGING
(TOUT
S EE .EM AT
OUR STORE
Princeton Mills
Phone 2071
4-HERS DRIVE TRACTORS
A 4-H club tractor-driving con-
test attracted a large crowd at
the Greenup County Fair. Boys
enrolled in the tractor mainten-
ance project checked tractors,
hooked them to manure spreaders
and ran the outfits around a pre-
scribed course, and then backed
the spreaders into a machine
shed.
John Adams enjoyed the great-
est longevity of any American
president. He lived to be 90.
James Polk was the shortest-
lived of all American presidents.
He died at 53.
First Veterans Administration
calculations on amounts proposed
to be paid nearly 18,000,000 vet-
erans in the $2.8 billion special
GI Insurance dividend have been
announced.
Top amount any veteran can
receive will be $528, although the
avearge amount will be much less.
The dividend will be paid on
both term and converted Nation-
al Service Life Insurance policies
for the period that the policy was
in force prior to the policy an-
niversary in 1948. No payments
will be made for periods of lapse,
VA said.
Maximum payment of $528 was
based on a $10,000 policy in force
for 96 months (the longest pos-
sible period), on a veteran who
was 40 or less at the time his pol-
icy was taken out. This represents
a payment of 55 cents a month
per $1,000 of insurance.
The rates of payment for the
dividend will be as follows: those
40 years old or under at the
time policy was issued, 55 cents
per month per $1,000 of insurance;
41, 52 cents; 42, 49 cents; 43, 46
cents; 44, 43 cents; 45, 40 cents
46, 37 cents; 47, 34 cents; 48, 31
cents; 49, 28 cents; 50, 25 cents;
51, 24 cents; 52, 23 cents; 53: 22
cents; 54, 21 cents; aid 55 and
over, 20 cents.
First dividend checks are sched-
uled to be mailed from Washing-
ton soon after January 1, 1950.
World War Two veterans eligi-
ble for the special dividend (those
who took out GI Insurance before
the end of 1947 and kept it in
force for at least three months)
who have not already applied,
were advised to get an official
application blank at their nearest
post office, VA office or veterans
service organization, fill it out
Pasteurized
DAIRY PRODUCTS
PRINCETON CREAMERY
Dial 2063
Princeton, Ky.
carefully and mail it to VA in
Washington An official applica-
tion is necessary before the divi-
dend can be paid.
VA said the estimated rate of
the dividend was arrived at after
long actuarial studies and that
the rate of payment would be the
same for both term and converted
policies.
The original forest area of the
United States is estimated at
820,000,000 acres in addition to
100,000,000 acres of non-commer-
cial forest. The present area of
forest is estimated at 461,044,000.
acres.
BLOCK MORN OG SUTLER MGR
The coconut palm is foundmost 
everywhere in the tropasbecause its fruit floats and
Med to new locations by the seaNevada has fewer than em,people. per square mile.
-- •
Princeton Motor
Sales
Dawson Road
•
We Do All Kinds of MeehaiLI
cal Work on Cars and Trusts--
West Kentucky Angus
FIRST FALL SALE
Saturday, October 1, 1 p. m.
Madisonville, Kentucky
Farmers Co-op Tobacco Warehouse
28 cows, including cows and calves by side,
bred and open heifers. 4 bulls, good husky
individuals ready for service; 38 steers from
registered Angus herds. They are ideal for 4-1-I
and F. F. A. projects.
West Kertucky Angus Breeders Association
(;eorge M. Kurtz, Sturgis, Ky., Auctioneer and Sales Mgr.
Left: Mr. Alfred J. Morrison, Regional Manager of Chrysler Corporation, presenting Dennis Hodg.e,
Sr., of the Hodge Motor Sales, a certificate which certifies that the service personnel has satisfactorily
completed 12 consecutive subjects of Chrysler
-Plymouth Master Technicians service Conferences.
Extreme right: Mr. Osborne, assistant regional manager of Chrysler Corp., who is presenting Mr.•
Vernal Davis, (shop foreman) and his crew, their certificates. Mr. Hodge of the Hodge Motor Sales, Is
proud of his shop force who have worked and studied hard to secure these certificates.
Fred Talley has majored in Body and Fender work. Warner Adamson has majored in Motor ON'e.r'
haul. James Berkley majored in Motor Tune-up and head light focus. Stanley Smurawa has majored In
Steering-gear and front end alignment. These boys welcome you to their service.
We wish to advise that these boys are entering their second training course which will be comPleted
by November, 1949.
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edonia News
J. L. Yancey is a patient in
, C. hospital In Paducah
she will submit to surgery
iter.
Russell Melton and son,
, left Monday morning for
y where they will spend
• k as guests of Mr. and
Steve Jones, Mr. and Mrs.
Atkins and Mrs. Becky
ernious.
and Mrs. Byron Norman
pend the next two weeks
his parents, Mr. and Mrs. T.
rman, after which they will
• Norfolk, Va., where Mr.
an is stationed with the
Navy.
. and Mrs. Allen Fuller,
'ng Green, spent the week-
ith his mother, Mrs. Amble
r.
. and Mrs. Walton Hearod
children, Princeton, were
y dinner guests of his par-
Mr. and Mrs. Earnest Hear-
Jim Blackburn and Miss
Id Phelps were in Nash-
Sunday.
rv tik,11 Melton was the guest
of Brenda Carolyn Horning in
Princeton Thursday night.
Mrs. W. B. Conway submitted
to a tonsillotorny at the Prince-
ton hopsital Monday morning.
Mr. Tom Jones, Walionia, spent
Tuesday night with Mr. and Mrs.
Russell Melton.
Mr. and Mrs. Johnson Wigin-ton and Mr. and Mrs. Jewell
Traylor attended the all night
singing concert at Paducah Fri-day.
Mrs. Cecil Brasher, Mr. and
Mrs. H. H. Perryman and daugh-
ter, Betty Joe and Mrs. Jennie
Brasher were slumping in Evans•
vine Monday.
Mrs. Reed Brown and daughter,
Miss Doris Brown, of Crayne,
were in town for a short time
Saturday afternoon.
Mrs. Charles Wigginton, Mrs.
Adolph Froelich and Mr. Bob
Froelich, of Evansville, were
guests of Miss Imogene Wigginton
Sunday afternoon.
Honoring the birthday of her
mother, Mrs. Ray Blackburn, Mrs.
Paul West entertained with six
o'clock dinner Thursday even
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mg. Mos* present were Mr. anc.
Mrs. Ray Blackburn, Mr. and
Mrs. Malcom Blackburn and
children, Janet and Marilyn, Mr
and Mrs. Paul West and daugh
ter, Kay.
Walter F. Young is spending
this week as guest of his son
John Ed Young and Mrs. Young
in Princeton.
Mr. and Mrs. Noble Paris. Mr
and Mrs. P. P. Paris, Mrs, Essie
Rucker and Mrs. Ruth Dunning
attended the all night singing
concert at Paducah Friday.
Mrs. P. M. Young, Mrs. Luke
Quertermous and Miss Imogene
Wigginton attended funeral ser-
vices for Mrs. Grace Frown a
Morgans funeral home in Prin
ceton Wednesday afternoon.
Miss Bonnie King and Miss
Joyce Johnson, student; of Be
thel Woman's College, Hopkins-
ville, spent the week-end with
the former's parents, Mr. and Mrs.
James W. King.
Mr. and Mrs. Noble Paris and
Mrs. Essie Rucker spent Sunda
of last week with Mr. and Mrs.
P. P. Paris in Marion.
Mr. Wickliffe Crider, New
York, spent the weekend with his
grandmother, Mrs. Beulah Hower-
ton, and aunt, Mrs. W. M. Young
FOR MAYOR
CLIFTON -HOLLOWELL
FOR COUNCILMEN
Your Vote And Influence Appreciated.
• Oklahoma Alfalfa
Ladino Clover
Red Clover
Vetch
Crimson Clover
Ky. 31 Fescue
Rye Grass
Orchard Grass
Reseeding Crimson
Timothy
Red Top
Blue Grass
White Clover
WE SELL ONLY THE BEST
Hickman Farmers To
Set Pasture Record
County Agent Warren Thomp-
son believes Hickman county
farmers will sow more permanent
pasture this fall than they did a
year ago, when they set a record
for seeding grass. Farmers own-
ing only 100 acres are sowing as
much as 15 acres to permanent
pasture, he said, while owners of
large tracts are seeding 500 acres
or more.
Torn Bogle, who owns 1,000
acres of rolling upland two miles
north of Clinton, started in July
disking old lespedeza and grass
fields in preparing to seed Ky.
31 fescue and Ladino Clover. He
disked 500 acres two or three
times and cultipacked the soil af-
ter each disking. Then he spread
lime and phosphate.
By the middle of September he
had sown 15 to 18 pounds of fes-
cue and two pounds of Ladino
seed an acre. This mixture is be-
ing used by farmers all over
Hickman county, according to
Thompson.
and family. Mr. and Mrs. Young,
Mrs. Luke Quertermous, Billy
Sam Young and Mrs. Beulah
Howeton accompanied him to
Evansville airport Sunday after-
noon where he left by plane for
his home.
Word was received by Mrs. W.
M. Young Monday morning of the
illness of Mrs. Rosa Hamilton,
who is a patient in the Central of
Ga. hospital, Savannah, Ga. Mrs.
Hamilton is a former resident of
here until going to Glenville, Ga.
several years ago to make her
home. Her many friends are deep-
ly concerned and hope for her a
speedy recovery.
Mr. and Mrs. Noble Paris and
Mr. and Mrs. Aubrey Litchfield
were in Madisonville Sunday.
Word was received here by E.
T. Lobb Monday morning of the
sudden accidental death of his
cousin, W. L. Jones of Los An-
geles, Calif. Kr. Jones was an em-
player of the railroad Co., and the
accident occurred in the railroad
yards. Mrs. Annie Jonest
 
mother
of the deceased, will be remem-
bered here by manx, having made
their home here for a number of
years.
Funeral services for Mrs. Jim
Campbell, who passed away at
her home Monday morning of last
week, were held at Good Springs
Cumberland Presbyterian church
Wednesday afternoon with Rev.
Wiggimon officiating. Interment
in the Hill cemetery. Survivors
are the husband, one daughter,
Mrs. Baiiey Harper, three sons,
Lawton, Clifton and Boyd.
Missionary Society of the First
Presbyterian church met with
Mrs. James Landes Friday after-
noon. In the absence of the Presi-
dent, Mrs. W. M. Young, Mrs.
Cecil Brasher introduced the guest
speaker for the afternoon, Mrs.
John Abnett, Director of Reli-
gious Education of the Greater
Parish—Marion. After an inter-
\ esting and inspirational talk of
her work and work to be done in
the future, the hostess served a
plate lunch to the following:
Mrs. Atmett, Marion; Mrs. T. H.
Carter, Miami, Fla.; Mrs. J. B.
Sory, Mrs. Florence Parr, Mrs.
Grace Loyd, Mrs. Ivan H. Ben-
nett, Mrs. Cecil Brasher, Mrs.
John F. Rice, Miss Imogene Wig-
ginton, Miss Dora Young, Mrs.
Kelly Landes and the hostess.
Mr. and Mrs. James Landes,
Mrs. Cecil Brasher and Mr. J. E.
Hillyard attended Princeton Pres-
bytery (Area) Faith and Life
' Conference Sunday afternoon at
the Main Street Presbyterian
• church in Marion.
The first known instance of
placing a metal band on a bird's
leg in an effort to trace its mi-
gration involved a heron cap-
tured in Oermany in 1710, bear-
ing a band put on in Turkey.
7ake ee Eadqf
SAVE
FUEL
HEAT YOUR HOME
with the NEW MODEL 522
Mum Monnins
COAL HEATER
Holds 100 Lbs.
Coal
•
Heats All Day
and Night
Without
Refueling
•
Exclusive
Patented Intiariot
Burns Any
Kind of Coal,
Coke or
Briquets
•
Automatic Heat
Raigolotor Anoilatbki
at Slight
Additional C.
By Robert Hale
Des Moines — (AP) — The only
good think you can say about
May-Flies (or Lake-Flies, Shad-
Flies, Mormon Flies, or whatever
they call them in your communi-
ty), is that they make good fish
bait.
To the people living in towns
near lakes and rivers in Iowa,
particularly the Missouri and
Mississippi rivers, where the bugs
have been especially pesky this
year, they're just darned pests.
Entomologists are still study-
ing the insects but they haven't
many answers yet. They know
the flies can be counted upon
periodically to swoop down by
the millions on the brightly light-
ed towns to swarm around the
lights for a night, and then to
drop dead in the streets and on
the sidewalks. They black out
windshields on cars and make
the paving slippery underfoot.
The dead insects create an offen-
sive odor.
They can create traffic hazards.
Burlington, Iowa, found it neces-
sary to close a vehicle and train
bridge recently When the in-
sects' bodies made traction im-
possible. Council Bluffs, Iowa,
and Omaha have had the same ex-
perience.
Muscatine, Davenport and Du-
buque along Iowa's Mississippi
river border, have found it nec-
essary this summer to send out
crews with brooms and trucks
after particularly bad invasions.
Old fishermen will tell you a
good run of fish can be expected
coicident with an invasion of the
flies and that they can be used for
bait.
The life cycle of the fly is com-
paratively short. An adult fly, af-
ter laying its eggs in a quiet
stretch of the river, flies off to
some attractive lamp post or neon
light, there to flutter for a night
and to die.
The egg, however, hatches
into a worm-like, aquatic nymph
with as many as seven breathing
gills on its abdomen and sides, a
single claw and a hair-like tail.
TOO TAME
LEWISTON, I d a ho —(AP —
Gene Rambo makes his living
aboard the rearing backs of horses
and steers. He's one of the top
professional cowboys in the coun-
try.
At Ellensburg, Wash,, recentlyhe "tried the game called golf"
and suffered a wrenched knee.
"Swung to hard, I guess,", he re-
marked.
Rambo and a friend played just
nine holes. "Everybody same up
and passed us," he said. "We just
guit and laid down and rested. We
was plumb tuckered out."
Use plenty of sticks betweenlayers of lumber.
Watch Brookmeadel
NEW YORK—(AP)—Mrs. Isa-
bel Dodge Sloane's Brookmeade
Stable may have something to say
about 3-year-old honors in thor-
oughbred racing next year. Mrs.
Sloane has two • outstanding 2-
year-olds this year in More Sun
and Greek Ship.
One of the most active owners
in racing, Mrs. Sloane spends as
much time as possible with her
horses at her 800-acre Upperville,
Va., farm where her favorite a-
mong 100-odd horses is the re-
tired steeplechaser, National An-
them, now 13.
Ttse Brookmeade Stable now
numbers 32 active head with
some 40-odd broodmares on the
farm, along with the stallions By
Jimminy and Grand Admiral and
a crop of weanlings and yearlings.
Brookmeade is best remember-
ed for Cavalcade, 1934 Kentucky
Derby winner. That year Mrs.
SHEEP PROFITABLE
C. C. Coffey has proved that
sheep can be profitable on Rus-
sell county farms. On his small
farni, he has 12 ewes which rais-
ed 24 lambs. Wool and lambs
grossed $635, he told Farm Agent
Allan C. Davis, and then he sav-
ed three ewe lambs to put in his
breeding flock.
Sloane's stable led money winners
with $251,128.
BIG 8-CU-FT
GENERAL ELECTRIC
REFRIGERATOR
WA S112541
NOW $229.75
AS LITTLE AS
A WEEK
AFTER DOWN PAYMENT
(91 weeks to pay)
Now's the time to buy a dependable
General Electric Refrigerator—at •
 
new
low price!
• Full 8.1 Cubic Feel Gives you one-
third more refrigerated food-storage space
than older models occupying the same
floor space!
• Practical F•atures1 Large freezer com-
partment, big bottle storage space, roomy
fruit-and-vegetable drawer—and lots
morel
• Die p•nda 61*i Now, more than2,000,000
General Electric Refrigerators have been
in use 10 years or longer!
Come in and see this General Electric beauty today!
FURNITURE DEALERS FUNI
43 Years Of Dependable Service
t vt:ii()F1,-Kit4FkKY —
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Why Do They Want to Put
MEP Out of Business?
The answer is to be found in the formal complaint "they" have filed with the court.
By "they" we mean, of course, the anti-trust lawyers from Washington who are outto destroy A&P.
They say. . . and
 
these are the anti-trust lawyers' own words ... that we "have reg-
ularly undersold competing retailers."
To this charge we plead guilty:
We confess that for the past 90 years we have constantly
stepped up the efficiency of our operations in order to give
our customers more and more good food for their money.
The American people have seen nothing wrong in this. By their ever-increasing patronage for 90 yearsthey have shown that they like this low-price policy.
Apparently the people still see nothing wrong in this today. All during the past week — since the anti-trust lawyers made their charges — we have been deluged with phone calls and letters from men andwomen in all walks of life who want us to know they are opposed to this effort to put A&P out ofbusiness.
An enormous number of customers are telling our store managers and clerks that they want to con-tinue to enjoy our low prices for quality foods.
Farmers and other suppliers are asking what they can do to preserve this efficient outlet for theirproducts.
Our 110,000 employees are asking us to protect their jobs and pensions.
Labor leaders are wiring us their opposition to this threat to labor's living standards.
If all these people will be hurt, why then do the anti-trust lawyers want to put A&P out of business?
Low Prices Don't Hurt Anyone
The anti-trust lawyers say because we are able to sell food cheaper
than other grocers, we make it impossible for those grocers to
compete with us.
If this were true, we should have all the food business in the
United States by this time.
Just the opposite is true. In 1933 we had 11.6 per cent of the
nation's food business. Now, according to the anti-trust lawyers,
our share has decreased to 6.4 per cent in 1948. Anyone can see
We have nothing even approaching a monopoly.
As a matter of fact, there are about 30,000 more individualgrocers in business today than there were ten years ago.
There are about 275 more food chains in business today thanthere were ten years ago.
In other words, we have more competitors in the food field anddo a smaller share of the nation's food business than before.
Where is this alleged destruction of other grocers? Where is
there any evidence of their inability to compete with us?
THE GREAT ATLANTIC &
Do You Want Higher Prices?
As anyone can see, the only purpose that would be served byputting A&P out of business would be to raise food prices.
Who would this benefit?
We were the first merchants to set the pattern for low-cost, low-profit distribution. Our example and our competition has led othergrocers to keep their prices down.
Remove A&P from the picture and food prices arebound to go up.
Remove A&P from the picture and the way will be
cleared for the destruction of every other efficient
large-scale distributor.
Is this what the American people want?
Is this in the public interest?
PACIFIC TEA COMPANY
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THE SMALL FRY C EER: Children crawl under a conopy outside
Park Avenue Methodist church in New York to greet Sonja Henie, as
she arrives with her brother, Leif, for her wedding to Winthrop
Gardiner, Jr., wealthy socialite aviator. It was the second marriage
for Sonja, 33, movie actress and holder of the world record in figure-
skating for 10 years. (AP Wirephoto)
Ky. Farm News
Mrs. B. K. Johnson of Pike
county, a former 4-H club girl,
canned more than 1,000 quarts of
fruits and vegetables this year.
Approximately 90 per cent of
Elliott county farmers harvested
enough hay for winter feed, there
being a heavy crop of Korean les-
pedeza.
Homemakers in Harlan county
planted a variety of fall greens,
including Siberian kale, mustard
and turnips.
More than 30 soil tests were run
in August by the county agent in
Warren county, bringing the to-
tal to date to more than 300.
tanee will be available to all
farmers and will be administer-
ed by farmer elected committee-
men in every agricultural county
in the United States, Alaska,
Hawaii, Puerto Rico, and the Vir-
gin Islands.
FIRE
INSURANCE
I CALL. IIMARK CUNNINGHAM, AgtComplete Insurance Service
111 W. Market St.
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farm Conservation
Plans Announced
• Kentucky farmers are
getting set to step up activity in
carrying out practices in the 1949
Agricultural Conservation Pro-
gram, closing December 31, 1949,
the Production Marketing Admin-
istration has announced the 1950
National Conservation Program,
putting increased emphasis on
cnisereation use of all farmland.
aall.TAKE OURS STRAIGHT,
POPS, STRAIGHT FRoM A
PRINCETON CREAMERY
mai( BOTTLE,
THAT IS.
4-211
r
Aloe-don-
CREAMERY,
Ame,161. PRINCETON, KY.
Increased set...toil; if grasses
and legumes will be encouragedin the 1950 ACP, and this is ex-
pected to stimulate a shift to
livestock production and the
building of food reserves in the
soil for the future.
ACP assistance to achieve 71
balanced abundant production,
both for the present and the fu
ture, will be especially needed
in 1950 to help farmers mak(
shifts in production following
recommended decreases in thi•
acreage of a number of cash
crops. For instance, the recently
announced acreage allotment of
69.9 million acres for the 1950
wheat crop calls for a voluntary
reduction of about 14 million
acres from the acreage seede‘i for
harvest in 1949. The 1950 ACP
will aid farmers in carrying out
conservation practices on the hind
taken out of such crops.
Major provisions of the 1950
ACP are based on recommenda-
tions of farmers and their local
*committeemen, State PMA Com-
mitteemen, soil and crop special-
ists of Federal experiment sta-
tions, land-grant colleges, other
USDA agencies, and state de-
partments of agriculture.
The national ACP provides for
assistance on a wide variety of
practices adapted to the various
states and local areas. States and
counties select from the national
outline practices which need local
emphasis. This makes possible
county-wide conservation plans
flexible enough to meet the con-
servation needs on individual
farms.
As in past years, ACP assis-
•
Prescriptions
Phone 2075
000 DRUG STORE
The wettest August in 61 years
in Trigg county caused serious
Burley curing problems. In some
instances losses running into
thousands of dollars.
Four demonstratitin-farmers in
Rockcastle-Southern Madison
Aunties sowed five pounds of
kenland clover next to red clover;
all reported liking the Kenland
better.
Farmers in Allen county have
harvested 100,000 pounds of fes-
cue seed, a large proportion of
which will be sowed locally.
On the farm of V. H. Towles of
Larue county, boron-tested land
produced almost twice as many
pounds of alfalfa as untreated
land.
Due to poor weather conditions,
approximately one-third as many
cucumbers were produced this
.year in Ohio county as in 1948.
One hundred hogs were shown
by 12 breeders at the first hog
show held in conection with the
Graves County Fair.
Priming of tobacc, is becoming
an established practice among
Casey county farmers, the young-
er farmers taking the lead.
In Whitley county, 55 calves
are being fattened for the Louis- I
ville fat cattle show and sale,:
about double last year's numbci
Australia produces 27 per cent
of the world's wool and 57 per-
cent of the merino wool.
BIGGER DODGE VALUE MEANS
YOUR DOLLAR BUYS MORE!
You could pay a thousand dollars more and still
not get all the extra roominess...ease of handling
...famous dependability of Dodge! a
-I lull Dodge dollar is a bigger
1 ilollarit buys afar bigger
valor. Yet norige.priers start just
dolharx more than the lomat
pr it,' cart!
Like it look at what Dotise gives
IOU nudge is bigger on the
for comfortable. streteli-
, our-legs room, head and hat
• elbow roona ... and peat
3oom, too. But smiler on the
.ide for easier handling.
easier parking and garaging.
Esperience the thrill of the
flashing new performanee of the
Dodge "Get•Awar engine ...
the liquid smoothness of famous
Dodge All•Fluid Drive.
You'll find feature,' that mean
more comfort, more safety,
better economy . . . EXTRA
VALUE!
See yo,ur favorite model at your
dealer's now! Prove for yourself
that your dollar buys a far
bigger value in Dodge!
EXTRA VALUII More head room
above--elbow room all around . . leg
room below! No danger knocking your
hat 'off getting in or out. Seats are
"knee-level" to support your legs in
relaxed comfort hour in and hour out,
Come in... learn about
AMAZING LOW PRICES
CORONET
MEADOWBROOK
WAYFARER
with girt), Fluid Drive,
at no •xtra cost
EXTRA VALISE, Higher compression
"Ciet-Aw•y" engine delivers more power
--gists. flushing acceleration with greater
gasoline economy. ayromatir to free
you from shifting avail•hle on the new
Coronet models at moderato =tr. coat.
THE BIG RUGGED
DODGE
Just a few dollars more
than the lowest priced cars!
ROWLAND MOTORPC0.°75
S JEFFERSON
Plus
CARTOON
NEWS
SATURDAY, OCT. 1
TRUCOIOR
Army Stores Tanks
For A Future War
By Rene J. Cappon
Cliambersburg, Pa, — If like a
Western European general staff
you were shopping for war mer-
chandise you could start with a
visit to this tranquil Pennsyi-
vania Dutch countryside.
Sprawling between rich farm-
land and the tree-clad Blue
Ridge mountains, the Army's
Letterkenny Ordinance Depot
here goes about the business of
preserving and rejuvenating a
huge pile of military goods.
The visitor finds a self-suffi-
cient little state of 22,000 acres,
preoccupied with a persistent
struggle against persistent foes—
time and weather.
Storing quantities of military
reservefstack returned from war
use andintaining it in the best
possible condition is the job of
Col. Robert Daniels, commandant
of the Depot which also supplies
Eastern army posts.
Most impressive at first sight
are entire fields crowded with
thousands of combat vehicles —
tanks, halftracks, armored and
scout cars, jeeps and trucks.
Some are spick and span. Others,
fewer in number, are rust-eaten
and battered. Preservatives cover
the more sensitive parts.
Throughout the United States,
an army spokesman said, 39,000,-
000 square feet of land is used
for such open storage.
Letterkenny employing 5,000
civilians, is one of the big ones
among 80 or so depots which
store surplus military equipment.
Defense Secretary Louis John-
son has told Congress that some
of that material will go to North
Atlantic pact members on approv-
al of the European arms aid pro-
gram. But a spokesman in Wash-
ington said most of the stuff pour-
ed back from the battle fronts at
the war's end and placed in re-
serve is "not serviceable."
In the serviceable category at
Letterkenny is much of the depot
conducts a big salvaging project
in which thousands of obsolete
bombs and shells are equipment
at the tank farm, a system re-
sembling the Navy's mothball
fleet. About 300 containers en
case entire tanks, jeeps, trucks,
and amphibious "weasels.' Un-
specified equipment slumbers,
embalmed in oil and preserva-
tives, in the de-humidified air of i
the tank farm.
Ammunition is stored in "ig-
loos," concerte molehills that dot
a large area. There are more
than 800 of these carefully scat-
tered to minimize effects of a
possible explosion. Signs remind-
ing personnel that "Death is so
permanent" add a grim note of
caution.
Besides storing ammunition,
taken apart. The TNT is preserv-
ed. The cases go for scrap.
Television has been adapted as
Wm. M. YOUNG
Allis-Chalmers
Dealer
Fredonia, Ky.
I ••=11.1111.•••
illI NOWlj SHOWING
A MAN WHO LIVED BY
NO RULES BUT HIS OWN!
A WOMAN WHO HAD
TO ENSLAVE MEN!
GARY COUPEas Roark
PATRICIA NEALas Dominioue
ITS TEN
MILLION
READERS
ARE
WAITING
FOR...
volt
Raymond MASSEY
Henry HULL
Ray COLLINS
Kent SMITH
RIDE AT LEAD-HOT SPEED
OVER THE ADVENTURE TRAILS/
ANDY DEVINE
JANE FRAZEE
ROOM IX/1E465E0N
10E WIllING end hi, %doss at nu
NO legs
Extra!
COLOR COMIC SCA
'41 RagNo. 6 "BATMAN"
LATE SHOW
Saturday Nite
at 10:45 P. M.
rop CRUMBS of the UPPER CRUST!
/101401111•• P$ $$$$$$ p••••••••
WAR
YULlE ad NMI MHO
41-6ST - AO&
NO ADVANCE IN PRICES!
a safety measute in this process
of "demilitarizing" ammunition.
While a methanical device slow-
ly unscrews the base plate of a
bomb or shell—with the danger
of friction touching off a blast—
a television camera is focused on
it. From a distance, and behind
barricades of concrete, earth, and
steel, workers watch the process
on a television screen.
Col. Daniels' domain has its
own police and fire department,
about 150 miles of roads, 60 miles
of railroad track, 35 warehouses,
machine and repair shops, ga-
rages, farms and farm houses —
even a 200-year-old box-shaped
church.
The "Mason and Dixon Line"
actually was surveyed by two
Englishmen, Charles Mason and
Jeremiah Dixon, in the lath Cen-
tury to settle territorial disputes
between the proprietors of Mary-
land and Pennsylvania.
Try a Leader Classified Ad!
NOTICE
To City Tax Payers
City Taxes are now due and if unpaid after
November 1st, subject to a Ten Per Cent Penalty.,
All water accounts are due the first of each month,
and if unpaid after 18th of Month, subject to a Ten
Per Cent Penalty.
Garland Quisenberry
City Collector.
pSundct&21A-3on.
MOVING IN! ZOOMING IN!
FURY FROM THE SKIES...
FIRE and DESTRUCTION
FROM THE SEAS !
Color Sequences by Jane Wayne Walter
Technicolor WYATT • MORRIS • BRENNAN
Aggio
COLOR CARTOON
Added Enjoyment
PARAMOUNT NEWS
TUES. & WED., OCT. 4-5
MAN AGAINST
BEAST... for
LIFE or DEATH
Sonny TUFTS
Barbara BRITTON
George "Gabby" HAYES
Plus These Short Units!
FEATURETTE - "HOLLYWOOD STEPS OUT"
CIRCUS TOWN (In Color) COMMUNITY SING
THUR. & FRI., OCT. 6-7
OUTLAW MEN...and BEASTS
IN THE UNTAMED,, 
gWEST a /
George BRENT
Ann BLYTH • Howard DIME
with Edgar Buchanan Chill Will,
Another Rig Outdoor Adventure
From the Producer of "Canyon Page"
5. 41
A plea for better seasoning of
'lumber is made by W. E. Jackson,
extension forester for the College
41 Agriculture and Home Eco-
nomics, University of Kentucky.
Buildings constructed of Improp-
erly seasoned or green lumber
may bring big repair bills later
on, as a result of checking, split-
ting and warping, he said.
Farmers making lumber on
their own farms were advised to
cut trees in late fall or winter.
Sawing before the following
summer may head off rot, strain
land insect damage. If sawing
cannot be done, the logs should
be rolled in piles in dry places,
with the low logs off the ground.
Sawed lumber is seasoned by
stacking, so air can circulate un-
ar' and 'through the stacks. This
means on a foundation raised off
the ground, and boards between
layers, to permit free circulation
of air.
Some points made by Forester
Jackson:
Cut timber and have it sawed
in late fall, or not later than ear-
ly spring.
Deck logs off the ground.
Season green lumber before
use.
Locate piles of seasoning lum-
ber on well-drained sites.
Roof the piles of lumber to pre-
vent excessive seasoning of top
planks and to protect from
weather.
Season lumber long enotigh to
reduce moisture content to 15 per-
cent.
Remember that bright, flat,
well seasoned lumber is worth all
the effort it takes to produce it.
Mesopotamia is a name applied
to Iraq, the areas between the
Euphrates and the Tigris Rivers.
The Empire State Building in
New York City, with 102 stories,
reaches a height of 1,250 feet.
TRIES IIIS LEGS:While his mother and two small patients watch, Dickie Riedel, (left), 10, son of
endurance flier Richard Riedel, of Fullerton, Calif., tries out his legs at a hospital in Hot Springs, Ark.Dickie was flown to the hospital May 11 for treatment of arthritis. The girls are Shirley Johnson(center) and Ellen Kay Scott (right), both of Morristown, Tenn. (AP Wirephoto)
AUTO GLASS: Sheet safety
glass cut and installed In all
cars. Williams Texaco Service
Station, Corner Plum & main
Phone 557. tic
FOR SALE: 45 acres, new 4-room
house; two wells, wire fenced;
3 miles out on Dawson Road.
Kelley C. Morse Real Estate
Agency. 12-1tp.
FOR RENT:Large front bedroom
to man that works; gas heat.
802 West Main Street, phone
3112. 13-1tc.
FOR SALE: 100 small cattle,
weighing from 200 to 400
pounds. Also orders taken for
other cattle. A. E. Booth, Oak
Grove, Ky. Phone Edgoten
2750. 12-3tc.
did not know that Miss Blank, who was one of
her daughter's teachers last year, was mar-
ried recently.
did not know that one of her former neigh-
bors and good friends was in the hospital,
and so did not go to see her.
did not know about the special program at
the church because nobody thought to tell
her about it.
did not go to the club meeting because she
did not know that the day of the meeting
had been changed.
missed the big merchandise sale because
she did not hear about it until it was over,
and she could have saved practically
enough right there on every day needs, to
have paid for kaving The Leader every
week for a whole year. And The Leader
coming regularly each Thursday into her
home she would have known what was go-
ing on in her club, in her church, in her
lodge, in the schools, and among her
neighbors.
KEEP INFORMED
ABOUT LOCAL AND COUNTY MATTERS
- - - READ - - -
THE PRINCETON LEADER
.
114111111111%
1111011111111.
Walt I ell Will
.1/
Das strong metal supports
so heavy loads can be easily
carried. Two sturdy straps.
FOR YOU KIDS WHO DON'T
HAVE A BIKE TO TRADE
•
TOWARD THE PURCHASE OF ANY
I FIRESTONE BICYCLE AT REGULAR
I PRICE IF YOU DO NOT HAVE A I
TRADE- IN. ONLY ONE COUPON
, MAY BE APPLIED ON A BICYCLE. ,
. 
 
 ___ - _ J
Cruiser control, shift to Scott-
Atwater. Warm up in neutral
shift to reverse and forward. 4
h. p. 5 h. p. and 71/2
 h. p. with
shift. Williams Texaco Service
StationPlum and Main St.
Phone 2445. tic
WATCH MAKING: All makes
and models. Clocks, Jewelry
repaired. All work guaranteed.
Chas. "Pete" Russell, certified
watchmaker. H. C. Russell,
Prop. tfc
FOR RENT: Two-room furnish-
ed apartment; modern conven-
iences. 315 North Harriman
Street, phone 2106. 13-1tp.
and trucks, see Randolph
Motors. Ford Sales and Serv-
ice. 5-1tc
rpli expert paint and body re-
pair*, St4 Randolph Motors,
Ford Sales and Service. ltc
FOR SALE: Used washer; used
refrigerator. McConnell Elec-
tric Co. , 13-tic.
PIANOS: Both new and u as d.
DYE PIANO CO., 4095. Main,
Hopkinsville, Ky. 52Ip
RUMMAGE SALE: Sponsored by
the Princeton Woman's Club to
be held in the basement under
Goldnamers Store, Saturday,
October 1. Anybody having
rummage to be picked up,
please phone 3310 or 3219.
13-1tc.
FOR ELECTRICAL Appliances
and Electrical Supplies, visit
Stallins and Kennedy Electric
Service, 124 E. Main St., Phone
3180 or 2389. Work guaranteed.
tic
BLUE PLATE SPECIAL
CAIRO-(AP)-Found in Eg-
ypt: the free lunch which disap-
peared from the corner bar in
Grandpa's day.
A local bar serves with each
beer: a plate containing tuna fish,
roast beef and liver; two rolls;
plates of olives, peanuts and cu-
cumber squares; a heap of thin,
dry Arab bread, and a plate of te-
hen, delicious oily grain sauce
Arabs dip their bread into.
Steaks are extra.
Norway, which had been unit-
ed with Denmark and Sweden
in 1389, declared its independence
in 1814 but the union of Norway
and Sweden was not finally dis-
solved until 1905.
FOR SALE: Grade "A" raw milk
from a herd of real Gurnsey
and Jersey cows. Real cream
line. Wylie's Dairy. Dial 2381.
13-4tc.
NOTICE
Pleasant Grove Church Com-
mittee will receive sealed bids
for the sale of the old Pleasant
Grove Church building.
All bids must be in the hands
of the Committee by Oct. 15.
The Committee reserves the
right to reject any and all bids.
MERL KELLER,
Cobb Route 1, Ky.
Member of Church Committee
11-3tp
WANTED: Small two-wheel lug-
gage trailer. S. H. Holt. Phone
3883. 13-Ito
Executor's Notice
All persons having claims
against the estate of Mrs. Grace
M. Brown, deceased, will present
them to me for payment on or be-
fore October 29, properly proven;
and all persons knowing them-
selves indebted to the said estate
will please come forward and
pay their accounts.
G. M. Pedley,
13-3tc. Executor.
MASSEY-HARRIS
NEW 1950
"SUPER" SELF-PROPELLED
COMBINES
JUST ARRIVED
MODEL 26 -- 10 Ft.
MODEL 27 -- 12 Ft.
Also New And Used 6-Ft. Clipper Combine
Used 5-ft. A. C. Combine with motor and Tandem wheels
WE DELIVER
P. E. PHILLIPS & SON
1112 N. Governor at Louisiana
4 Blocks East of Stockyards
EVANSVILLE, INDIANA PHONE 2-9418
It's a 'Firestone Pilot
What a bikel It's sturdy full adult size. So good
looking ... has a kickstand, chain guard and Firestone
balloon tires. Lots of chrome, too. Men's or
Ladies' models 
 
$41.95
FIRESTONE PRODUCTS D-X MOTOR OILS
S. W. Dunn R. M. Oliver
N. E. Ct. Sq. Phone 2662
By Cynthia Lowry
Next time I plan to go any-
where, I'm going to keep it a
' deep, dark, secret. It's simply a
matter of self protection. I fol-
lowed all the experts' advice
this time and it was consistently
bad.
On a recent trip to Europe, by
air, I had a precious 66 pounds
limit on luggage. My typewriter
used up seven of these, and the
rest was to keep one decent'.
clothed for five weeks. The la,
time I traveled to Europe it wi, .
as a unitormed war correspond-
ent whtwe sartorial problem was
the dull one of having a big
enough supply of Khaki shirts
Anyway, after consultation
with the experts, I started off
with a total of sisf costumes de-
signed to cover any possible
emergency including water-ski-
ing. This was very well planned,
with a cape for example which
could do duty with formal clothes
and an afternoon frock. I had a
pair of gold sandals for wear eith-
er with a long dress or sport
clothes. And three hats
-conver-
tible with pins and veils.
Anyway, I'm back now, and a
quick check shows I actually
wore four of the six-but one was
a heavy wool suit (in case of cold
weather which never transpired)
which I wore only for the plane
trip coming and going and then
only to save the weight in my
luggage. I could have left one-
half my stuff at home. •
My gold sandals are tarnished
from lack of use. I never slung a
cape around my shoulders. But I
wore a lightweight suit and my
one cotton dress to shreds. I also
learned that while nylon blouses
dry quickly, some must beironed.
One of my expert friends gave
me a long piece of business about
traveling in a dressing gown and
slippers While in a plane. Air
lines, I found, take a dim view of
passengers wandering around the
terminals in dressing gown and
slippers. I did discover that the
woman who looked best after a
long flight was the one who wore
a 'knit Suit.
Another friend said the only
way to travel was with a letter
of credit. I took traveler's checks
because it seemed easier and was
glad I did because a couple of
letter-of-credit friends were wail-
ing bitterly they were getting a
much lower rate on the exchange
than the traveler's check group.
They told me about the advan-
tages of staying at a small hotel
in Penis, and they even picked a
hotel for me. I moved. They said
taxis were plentiful and it was a
waste of money to rent a car. Af-
ter spending a solid hour trying
vainly to find one of those cheap,
plentiful taxis in Paris, I rented a
car.
They even recommended rest-
aurants where you could get the
best food in the world. Now I
know the French for "bicarbon-
ate of soda."
They gave me letters of intro-
duction to charming friends - all
of whom were on the Riviera
when I was in Paris. They told
me about wonderful little shops
where you could get things like
perfume dirt cheap. The shops
usually charged more than one
would pay in America.
The moral in all this didn't
dawn on me until the other day-
when I caught myself giving au-
thoritative advice.
People like to give you the
benefit of their experiences be-
cause it gives them a chance to
talk about their experiences.
TO IGNORE SPACE SHIPS
NEW DELHI, India-(AP)--- A
suggestion that the Indian cons-
titution provide the government
with powers to regulate inter-
planetary traVel died like a damp
rocket in the Constitute Assem-
bly here.
Most members kept their feet
on the ground as H. V. Kamath
argued that inter-planetary travel
was a scientific possibility. He was
supported only by Naziduddin
Ahmed, who thought the govern-
ment ought to have power over
travel between planets and their
satellites as well.
Law Minister B. R. Ambekar,
who drafted the constitution now
under discussion ended the debate
by remarking that if the proposal
related to matters unknown, the
assembly was wasting its time in
discussing it. None of the mem-
bers was prepared to explain how
inter-planetary travel might be
achieVed.
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Livestock Market
Price of cattle closed $100 sio.
RETAINS CLAM EATING TITLE: Israel 'lazy" Weintraub, 230-
pound Atlantic City jitney driver, refuses to eat another clam after
he downed 150 cherrystone clam to retain his title as champion clam
eater at the fifth national contest staged at Atlantic City, N. J., Mon-
day. Offering Weintrab his 151st clam is Dorothy Hammel, one
of the waitresses who served the contestants (AP Wirephoto)
Almost three-fourths of pedes-
trians in traffic accidents
are, struck down between 5 P. M.
and 8 P. M. duripg the seasons
when these hours are dark.
Fifty-five percent of pedes-
trians killed in cities were using
the roadway nerween intersec-
tions.
NOTICE
COMMONWEALTH OF KY
Sealed bids will be received by
the Department of Highways at
its office, Frankfort, Kentucky,
until 10:00 A. M. Central Stand-
ard Time on the 7th aay of Octo-
ber, 1949, at which time bids will
be publicly opened and read for
the improvement of:
CALDWELL COUNTY, RS 17-
362 Princeton-Lamasco Road
from US 62 to the Lyon County
Line, 4.7 miles. Reconstruction
and traffic bound surface.
The attention of prospective
bidders is called to the prequali-
fication requirements, and neces-
sity for securing certificate of
eligibility, the special provisions
covering subletting or assigning
the contract and the Department's
regulation which prohibits the is-
suance of proposals after 4:30 P.
M. on the day preceding the open-
ing of bids.
The quantities are intended to
indicate the approximate volume
Of the proposed work. See bid
form for final computed esti-
mates. Alternate bids on bitumi-
nus surfacing types will be re-
ceived, if the Department so
elects and includes a provision
for alternates in the bid forms.
NOTE: A PURCHASE
CHARGE OF $10.00 WILL BE
MADE FOR EACH PROPOSAL.
REMITTANCE MUST ACCOM-
PANY REQUESTS FOR THE
PROPOSAL FORMS. REFUNDS
WILL NOT BE MADE FOR
ANY REASONS.
Further information, bidding
proposals, et cetera, will be fur-
nished upon application to the
Frankfort Office. The right is re-
served to reject any and all bids.
DEPARTMENT OF HIGHWAYS
Frankfort, Kentucky
September 15, 1949 13-2tc
LOVING CUP TEA
Vi-Lb. Pkg.
CORN, Pennysaver, white Cr.
style, ex. stand 20-oz. can 
PEAS, Miss Wisconsin, 3 sieve. ex.
stand. 19-oz. can 1714c ... 2 for
BLACKEYYED PEAS, Brown's Valley
19-0z. Can 
 1 Ott
TOMATO CATSUP, Mary's Choice
ZIor 29(
PINEAPPLE, Silver River, heavy
syrup, 19-oz. can 225ie, .... 2 for
SODA CRACKERS, Ovenkist
2-Lb. Box 
DAISt CHEESE, Wisconsin, full
cream, Lb. 
SEEDLESS RASINS, Del Monte
15-oz. pkg. 
CORN, Smart Shopper, white
Style, 20-oz. can 10c 
 3 for
PUMPKIN, Autumn Ilarvest
3 large 30-oz. cans 
Persons 65 years and more of
age have the highest traffic
death rate of any age group.
The office of United States At-
torney-General was organized by
an Act of Congress in 1789.
 49c
124
en on the livestock marlagan advance in all close1. v-74dropped slightly along With hogTotal number of head of livestaaauctioned dropped 294.
• Total Head; 1,012.
Good Quality Fat Steers, $12,44Medium Quality Butcher
Cattle, $18-$21.
Grass Fat Steers, $20-$22.Grain or Grass Steers, $22-111,Baby Beeves, $20-$24.
Fat Cows, $l4-slo.
Canners and Cutters $9-$14.Bulls, $14.25- 
-$16.75.
Stock Cattle, $19-$23.
Feeder Cattle, $20-$23.
Milk Cows, per head, $70.--1114Best Spring Lambs, $22.
VEALS-a-
Fancy Veala, $27.75.
No. 1 Vests, $27.40.
No. 2 Veals, $25.40
Throwouts, $21.75.
HOGS--
200-230, $17.25.
235-280, $18.75
285-350, $117.75.
355 and UP, $17.50.
120-155, $17.50.
160-175, $18.25.
Roughs, 350 and under, $17$1.Roughs, 355-450, $16.50.
Roughs, 455 and Up, $16.00,
Over half the injuries to chil•pdlraeyninpgeidnesrtoraiandwsayasreancdaubseydthebtyr
emerging from behind Parked
And Not Need It
Than To Need It And
Not Have It.
I Ic
CORN, Can-D-Lite, standard Cr.
style, 19-oz. can 
15(
CORN, Morristown, icy. Cr. style
White, 20-oz. can 
Alaska, 19-oz. can ..
PEAS, Iloney Dew, stand, 2 seive 
14
33f 
LIMA BEANS, Scott County, dried
19-0z. Can 
 
81(
PENCIL COMPOSITION TABLETS 103 (
pitted, 19-oz. can 
 21(CIIERRIES, South Haven, red sour
45f APPLE SAUCE, White House
. 19-0z. Can 
 
15(
39( MACARONI or SPAGHETTIRed Cross, 3 pkgs. 
 25(
43( 
DRIED APRICOTS, Saratoga, met,
11-0z. Pkg. 
 
29(
15( DRIED PRUNES, Sunsweet, med.16-0z. Pkg. 
 
111(
25 1 111(TOMATOES, May Day9-0z. ('an 
25f 
VEGETABLE SOUP, Big Boy
25-0z, Can 
 
15(
5 5 
Popular 
22kBrSaLnIdCsE1)9 PEACHES, Remarka 1,1Can 
APPLES, Grimes Golden, U. S. No. 1
Bushel 
BANANAS, Large yellow ripe,
Pound 
COBBLER POTATOES
100-Lb. Bag 
CABBAGE, Michigan
10-Lbs. 
MEAT SPECIALS
ROAST 
 9( SMALL LEAN PORK CHOPS4 
Listen to "Bing Sings" Daily WSON, Henderson, Ky. 9 A. M.
WVIS 6 P. M. Owensboro., Ky., Week Days
